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Brian James

EDITORIAL

moving on
After a little over five years as editor of 
Australian Physics, this is my last issue but 
more on that later.

The first article in this issue, At all events 
there is unification by Robert Delbourgo 
(University of Tasmania) describes one of 
the approaches to unifying all the forces of 
nature – an enduring goal of physics.

We also have part 2 of Jason Dicker’s Year 11 and 12 Physics and 
Maths Expectations across Australia – a Survey (Part 2). Part 1 was 
published in the first issue for 2018 (Aust. Phys., 55(1), 22-5, (2018)).

Errol Hunt (ARC Centre of Excellence in Future Low-Energy Elec-
tronics Technologies - FLEET) in the article, Topological material 
matching graphene for electronic smoothness is key to future low-energy 
electronics, describes early work by FLEET researchers on the inter-
esting properties and possible applications of the topological mate-
rial Na3Bi.

Each year the AIP sponsors two members to attend Science meets 
Parliament. This year Claire Edmunds (PhD candidate, University 
of Sydney) and Professor Andre Luiten (Institute for Photonics & 
Advanced Sensing (IPAS), University of Adelaide) were given the 
chance to network with Australian science leaders and members of 
parliament, at the same time learning about the value those relation-
ships provide. A report on Claire’s experience was published in the 
April monthly newsletter. In this issue we publish Andre’s report on 
his experience, Science meets Parliament 2018.

For me it has been an unexpected but rewarding experience to edit 
Australian Physics. From the next issue (55(4) Jul-Aug 2018) there 
will be joint editors: Peter Kappen (Australian Synchrotron) and 
David Hoxley (La Trobe University). I would like to thank the peo-
ple who have contributed to timely production of issues during my 
tenure: authors of articles, reviewers of books, our advertisers and 
graphics designers at our printer Pinnacle Print Group. Throughout 
my period as editor I also appreciated the support of the president 
and executive.

Finally a comment about the back issue scanning project. At present 
we have slightly more than 30% of issues on line. I will continue 
with this project, which is being facilitated by provision of the per-
sonal holdings of Pru Holland (WA) and Bob Delbourgo (Tas).

Finally, best wishes to Peter and David. No doubt they find the edi-
torship as fulfilling as I did.
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PRESIDENT’S COLUMN

Writing in this column two years ago my predecessor in 
the role of president, Warrick Couch, described the out-
comes of work the Australian Institute of Physics Exec-
utive had done in formulating strategy for the Institute. 
That work, based on extensive feedback from members, 
focused on three main areas – communications, net-
working and advocacy. The various activities and initi-
atives supported by the Australian Institute of Physics 
since then all operate in one or more of these strategic 
spaces.

One of the most important such activities of the Insti-
tute is hosting the National Congress every two years. 
In some ways the Congress is the quintessential Insti-
tute event. It serves as an excellent focal point for public 
communication of physics and its impacts – each Con-
gress there is typically media coverage of recent results. It 
provides one of the key in-person networking events for 
Australian physicists – for early-career researchers it can 
be a great way to make an impression that leads to the 
next appointment. It provides fertile ground for physi-
cists to soapbox about issues important to the discipline 
– collective intelligence obtained through conversations 
at Congress can often become the basis for positions and 
submissions representing the physics community. But 
most quintessential of all, the event is run by volunteers. 

You might ask why is the organisation of the Nation-
al Congress different to any other science meeting? In a 
topic-based science meeting there is at least the possibil-
ity that the organiser is, by bringing together researchers 
and results, generating a source of information that ben-
efits their own research.  I would argue that the organisa-
tion of a discipline-based meeting, such as the National 
Congress, entails another level of altruism. The Local 
Organising Committee for any National Congress does 
the job out of a desire to support physics as a discipline. 
For example, the specific motivation may be the desire 
to support the next generation of researchers through 
the aforementioned, communication, networking and 
advocacy.

This “meta-level” of motivation can be a harder one 
to justify, particularly when organisational resources 
are stretched or, as is increasingly prevalent in admin-
istrations that have had business management train-
ing, when a quantitative approach to optimisation of 
resources is taken. Fortunately, the National Congress 
continues to be well supported and the current Local 

Organising Committee is 
an excellent and dedicat-
ed team. However, there is 
anecdotal evidence to sug-
gest, particularly for some 
of the Australian Institute 
of Physics’ less high-profile 
volunteer tasks, that there 
can be times when individ-
uals considering volunteer-
ing may be advised to assess 
whether supporting a more 
“in-house” activity would be better for their career pros-
pects. In these circumstances keeping your boss happy 
by helping to meet internal targets usually wins out over 
the more nebulous concept of supporting the discipline.

Concerns such as these are not new. Around the time 
we were undertaking the most recent strategic planning 
exercise, I had the dubious honour of helping organise 
the archives of the Institute. As part of that process I 
was able to skim the minutes of Council and Executive 
meetings going back over fifty years. It was remarkable 
how the underlying issues and initiatives to address them 
have remained constant over that time. Declining mem-
bership, the need to support members, representation to 
government about science policy and simply managing 
the membership list would all feature strongly in a his-
togram of mentions in minutes. The responses to these 
issues represent an evolutionary history of maximising 
impact for minimum cost or volunteer effort. Some of 
these, such as the Congress, are well known others, such 
as careers nights run by branches have had good impact 
but may need refinement to be sustainable.

It was particularly interesting to note some similar 
themes in discussions recently at the mid-term review of 
the National Committee for Physics decadal plan. Like 
the Australian Institute of Physics there is a wealth of ex-
perience in the National Committee for Physics that has 
allowed the key issues to be well understood and to put 
in place a well-developed strategy to address these issues. 
But also like the Institute the National Committee has a 
shortage of resources to implement those strategies.

So, how does an organisation like the Australian Institute 
of Physics overcome the resource problem? And how can 
you, as a member, help?

Continued Page 84

Doing more with less
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Presidents's Column (Cont.)
To take the second question first the answer lies not in 
extracting more money and more volunteers from the-
membership – we already know people are stretched. 
One of the most important tasks of a member is to be a 
financial member and to advocate others to join up. We 
can take a leaf out of the big football clubs here – having 
a membership that is paid-up and proud provides the 
foundations for success. And if there is one thing I have 
learned from storing fifty-odd years of archives, it is that 
with sufficient resources physicists are very good in com-
ing up with new ways to do things. Not only that, we 
are good at devising experiments to test ideas that would 
otherwise be too expensive or difficult to do. Those that 
follow popular science reports will have seen recent press 
on the possible use of a Bose-Einstein condensate to 
model the expansion of the universe – which might just 
be the ultimate in cheap analogue experiments.

This brings me to how we overcome the resource prob-
lem. For several years the Institute has been running ex-
periments in how to optimise use of resources by using 
some of the budget to provide certain key functions. In 
particular, the management of the membership database 
and in undertaking specialised communications such as 
the Bulletin. By contracting on a fee for service basis we 
have tested the efficiency of spending to provide these 
functions before undertaking the more involved step of 
managing the effort directly. What we have learned is 
that it is possible to manage these functions on a paid 
basis within the resources of the Institute. We have also 
learned, in part directly and in part by observation of 
similar organisations, that it may be possible to be even 
more effective if there is a concentrated approach, such 
as in-house professional officers. One observation is that 
where there is a more direct relationship, such as em-
ployment or a personal contract, there may be an addi-
tional incentive for results that strengthen the Australian 
Institute of Physics.

Accordingly, the Executive has released a call for expres-
sions of interest from individuals or organisations that 
could take on what might be called the “back-office” 
functions of the Institute. We will use the responses to 
decide if and how to structure such an arrangement. 
For more information keep an eye on the Bulletin, the 
website and this magazine. While we have had a rich 
tradition, and much success, from being a volunteer or-
ganisation moving towards having remunerated officers 
or service providers may allow us to make better use of 
the volunteer resources that we do have.      

Call for 
Expressions of 
Interest to deliver 
AIP Operations
The Australian Institute of Physics exists to 
strengthen and support the discipline of 
physics and the application of physics for 
the benefit of society. The Institute has a 
significant membership base and serves 
members through a range of programs.

The executive of the AIP is seeking expressions 
of interest from people or organisations 
interested in a fee for service or employment 
arrangement to deliver AIP operations 
including stakeholder management and 
member services.

For further details see: http://aip.org.au/jobs-2/

Andrew Peele Image credit: LIGO/R. Hurt (Caltech-IPAC)

9-13 December 2018
Perth, Western Australia

aip2018.org.au
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NEWS & COMMENT
Signs of the first stars to emerge in the Uni-
verse detected at MRO
After nearly a decade of listening with a custom-built, 
table-sized antenna at the CSIRO’s Murchison Ra-
dio-astronomy Observatory (MRO) in remote Western 
Australia, researchers have detected signs of the first stars 
to emerge in the Universe. 

After the Big Bang more than 13 billion years ago, the 
Universe cooled and went dark for millions of years. In 
the darkness, gravity pulled matter together until stars 
formed and burst into life, bringing the ‘cosmic dawn’. 
Until now we did not know when the first stars emerged 
in the Universe.

US astronomers have announced that they have detect-
ed a signal from the first stars to have emerged in the ear-
ly Universe about 180 million years after the Big Bang. 
To make this discovery they used a small radio telescope 
at MRO.

This new-found signal marks the closest astronomers 
have seen to the cosmic dawn, coming from 13.6 billion 
years back in the Universe’s history. By contrast, the Sun 
is just four billion years old.

“Finding this miniscule signal has opened a new win-
dow on the early Universe,” says Dr Judd Bowman of 
Arizona State University whose team made this discov-
ery. They have been running EDGES (the Experiment 
to Detect the Global Epoch of Reionization Signature) 
for 12 years. Nine years ago they started doing observa-
tions at MRO after searching for the best place on the 
planet for this work.

“The first stars are expected to be different than stars we 
see in the local Universe because they formed from the 
pristine primordial gas created after the Big Bang. This 
gas was almost entirely hydrogen and helium. In contrast, 
nearly all subsequent stars formed from gas that was en-
riched with heavier elements on the periodic table, such 
as carbon and oxygen. The first stars are responsible for 
seeding the early Universe with heavier elements and start-
ing the processes that led to stars like our Sun,” says Judd. 
(Source: CSIRO)

RMIT University researchers demonstrate re-
chargeable “proton battery”

RMIT University researchers have demonstrated for the 
first time a working rechargeable “proton battery” that 
could re-wire how we power our homes, vehicles and 
devices.

The rechargeable battery is environmentally friend-
ly, and has the potential, with further development, 
to store more energy than currently-available lithi-
um ion batteries. Potential applications for the proton 
battery include household storage of electricity from 
solar photovoltaic panels, as done currently by the 
Tesla ‘Power Wall’ which uses lithium ion batteries. 
 
With some modifications and scaling up, proton bat-
tery technology may also be used for medium-scale stor-
age on electricity grids, like the giant lithium battery in 
South Australia, as well as powering electric vehicles.

The working prototype proton battery uses a carbon 
electrode as a hydrogen store, coupled with a reversible 

Professor John Andrews (centre) with the RMIT team that 
conducted the latest proton battery experiments: Dr Shahin 
Heidari (left) and Saeed Seif Mohammadi (PhD researcher, 
right). Not pictured: Dr Amandeep Singh Oberoi (now at 
Thapar University Patiala, India).

The EDGES instrument at the Murchison Radio-astronomy 
Observatory (Credit: CSIRO)
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ANSTO’s Australian Centre for Neutron Scattering is 
currently hosting three International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA) scientific visitors; Muhammad Refai 
Muslih, Achmad Ramadhani and Rifky Apriansyah, 
from Indonesia’s National Nuclear Energy Agency 
(BATAN). 

As part of their itinerary, the visitors were given the 
opportunity to observe and participate in three types 
of experiments on KOWARI: a stress scanning ex-
periment on steel welds; a texture experiment on 
deformed geo-materials; and in-situ loading experi-
ments using deuterated ice samples .  The knowledge 
exchange included hardware, instrument control 
software and data analysis, and processing routines. 
 
The visitors will have the opportunity to observe the var-
ied research activities undertaken at ANSTO and learn 
best practice for procedures used by ANSTO scientists 
on the neutron instruments. These procedures will be 
considered for implementation at BATAN’s neutron 
scattering facility upon the visitors’ return to Indonesia. 
 
The Scientific Visit is being undertaken as part of the 
International Atomic Energy Agency’s (IAEA’s) Tech-
nical Cooperation Programme (TCP). Scientific Vis-
its are intended to broaden the scientific or manageri-
al qualifications of specialists in developing countries.  
(Source: ANSTO)

Branch News
Tasmania
The Tasmanian Branch is attempting to connect more 
closely with science teachers in the more rural areas of 
NW Tasmania. Two members have run workshops at 
the Tasmanian Science Teachers Annual Conference on 
rocketry and radiation. These were reasonably well at-
tended, while two sets of workshops over 4 weeks will be 
held in each of Devonport and Burnie.

These professional learning workshops will target the 
National Curriculum primary and secondary physics 
content of Astronomy and Energy.  The first Astronomy 
evening will focus on the Solar System whilst the second 
will be more of a summary of contemporary Cosmology. 
The second two will cover forces and then energy and 
heat. These may be followed in the future with similar 
sessions in the North East and East of Tasmania. 

fuel cell to produce electricity. It’s the carbon electrode 
plus protons from water that give the proton battery its 
environmental, energy and potential economic edge, 
says lead researcher Professor John Andrews.

“The proton battery is one among many potential 
contributors towards meeting this enormous demand 
for energy storage. Powering batteries with protons 
has the potential to be more economical than lithi-
um ion batteries, which are made from scarce resourc-
es. “Carbon, which is the primary resource used in 
our proton battery, is abundant and cheap compared 
to both metal hydrogen-storage alloys, and the lith-
ium needed for rechargeable lithium ion batteries.” 
 
During charging, the carbon in the electrode bonds 
with protons generated by splitting water with the help 
of electrons from the power supply. The protons are re-
leased again and pass back through the reversible fuel 
cell to form water with oxygen from air to generate pow-
er. Unlike fossil fuels, the carbon does not burn or cause 
emissions in the process

“Future work will now focus on further improving per-
formance and energy density through use of atomical-
ly-thin layered carbon-based materials such as graphene, 
with the target of a proton battery that is truly competi-
tive with lithium ion batteries firmly in sight,” Andrews 
said.

RMIT’s research on the proton battery has been partly 
funded by the Australian Defence Science and Technol-
ogy Group and the US Office of Naval Research Global.  
(Source: RMIT University) 

Scientists from Indonesia expertise on 
neutron instruments at ANSTO 

From left, Muhammad Refai Muslih, Achmad Ramadhani 
and Rifky Apriansyah (Credit: ANSTO)
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1.  A brief history of unification attempts
It is over a century ago since Einstein presented his gen-
eral theory of relativity, upsetting many of our previous 
Newtonian notions about the nature of the gravitational 
force. Falling within Minkowski’s 4D arena of spacetime 
and regarding its fabric as ‘plastic’, Einstein was able to 
provide a geometrical picture of gravity. Since then, all 
tests of general relativity have proved spectacularly suc-
cessful and the latest discovery of gravitational waves in 
this fabric represents the most recent icing on the cake. 
Soon after, Einstein attempted to unify electromagne-
tism with gravity; he was much taken by the idea of 
Kaluza of attaching a fifth coordinate x5 to spacetime 
x=(x0,x1,x2,x3) and regarding the electromagnetic po-
tential A as the metric bridging the fifth dimension. It 
was Klein who explained that this fifth dimension must 
be tightly curled up into a circle of radius R, and that 
the full dependence on x5 should be viewed as a Fourier 
series; excitations of mass n/R, where n stands for the 
mode number, are then inevitable and the electromag-
netic field is to be viewed as the n=0 mode. The scale 
of R must be very small as no such excited vector states 
have been detected, nor for that matter other scalar 
states which arise via the fifth dimension metric.

In his last years Einstein laboured at uncovering such 
unification, but not to his entire satisfaction. Curiously 
he ignored the strong nuclear force and the weak inter-
actions in his travails. However his late years obsession 
proved the inspiration for many scientists of future gen-
erations to pursue that program, with the extra incen-
tive of unifying all the forces of nature geometrically; the 
whole purpose of unification being to provide a coher-
ent, overarching picture of the particle menagerie there-
by reducing the number of free parameters featuring in 
disconnected subsets of the forces. I will now outline 
some of these imaginative programs and the experimen-
tal obstacles they have encountered before I present my 
own investigations over the last decade or so, in order to 

place them in context. I will try to convey the general 
approach with a minimum of mathematics and will refer 
you to a couple of references (and references therein) for 
those of you who wish to explore the technicalities[1, 2] 
and to give proper credit to the original researchers.

1.1  Grand Unification
As more and more particles were discovered at high en-
ergy accelerators, and after considerable detective work, 
it eventually became clear that the basic natural build-
ing blocks consist of three ‘light’ generations of leptons 
and quarks. These are the foundations of the ‘standard 
model’; the forces mediating these components belong 
to gauge groups, namely QCD [chromodynamics with 
its three colours] plus QEW [electroweak theory with 
left doublets and right singlets]. The idea behind grand 
unification is the hope that leptons can be accommo-
dated with quarks as part of a larger multiplet associ-
ated with some bigger Lie Algebra. Pati & Salam pro-
posed that leptons represent the ‘fourth colour’, leading 
to an SU(4) gauge group, whereas Georgi & Glashow 
appended the lepton doublets to colour triplets signify-
ing an SU(5) gauge group. Soon after this was extended 
by Fritsch & Minkowski to SO(10). All of these grand 
models suffer from the same dilemma: the larger gauge 
group producing the forces between them invariably 
lead to ‘leptoquark’ bosons that can change quarks into 
leptons and will cause nucleons (with their three quarks) 
to decay, making normal matter unstable. Unless the 
schemes are modified in some esoteric way to extend the 
proton lifetime they spell big trouble, since as far as we 
know, baryon number is conserved or at least exceeds 
1035 years.

1.2  Supersymmetry
The early 70s saw the emergence of a brand new idea: 
supersymmetry. It arose from the wish to generalize the 
Poincare group in a nontrivial way to a higher symmetry 
group. It is based on the presumption that the transla-

At all events there is unification
R. Delbourgo 
School of Physical Sciences, University of Tasmania,  
GPO Box 37, Hobart, Australia 7001. 

I will outline a scheme that is able to unify all the forces of nature, including gravity, by focussing on the 
complete description of events (where, when, what) and which uses anticommuting scalar property co-
ordinates, appended to spacetime coordinates. It is quite different from other unification proposals that 
are currently on the market but which have sadly come to naught.
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tion or momentum operators P can be ‘square rooted’ 
to Q, such that {Q,Q}∼P; the Q are anticommuting 
and are connected to an intrinsic spin 1/2 coordinate 
θ which can be appended to spacetime. A direct conse-
quence is that fermions always have boson partners and 
vice versa, though their masses are not predicted, at least 
in relaxed supersymmetric schemes. In my opinion this 
picture should have been confirmed quite early on, with 
the partnership between massless neutrinos and mass-
less photons. But Nature has ordained otherwise: unlike 
photons, neutrinos break parity and are now known to 
be not entireely massless!  Still this has not prevented 
a veritable industry of supersymmetry researchers from 
mining this ground, going so far as to cleverly gener-
alize gravity to supergravity, with further repercussions. 
The negative results from the large hadron collider when 
searching for any of these superpartners (squarks, photi-
nos, gluinos etc.) have not deterred investigators in put-
ting this subject to bed. Nor have augmentations of the 
idea, by invoking several different θ – as many as four or 
eight. Elegance notwithstanding, they only make mat-
ters worse as they lead to explosion of higher spin states 
through multi-θ expansions. I shall return to this feature 
presently.

1.3  Strings and Branes
The idea of extending the size of fundamental entities 
originates from Veneziano’s so-called ‘dual resonance 
model’, which encompasses the singularities of scattering 
amplitudes in all channels. Nambu and others showed 
that such a model has as its origin the replacement of 
zero-dimensional point particles by one-dimensional 
strings. The development of this concept really took off 
when Green and Schwarz noticed that this automatically 
led to a massless spin two state, identified as the graviton; 
thus it might encompass general relativity. What is more 
it introduces an intrinsic scale, associated with the string 
tension, which might ameliorate the quantum infinities 
arising with point particles. Consistency requirements 
necessitated extending spacetime dimensions from 4 to 
26 for purely bosonic strings or from 4 to 10/11 when 
incorporating fermions. The enlargement of the number 
of dimensions causes its own problems however: there 
are astronomically many ways in which the unseen di-
mensions can curl themselves down to 4-space leading 
to a horrendous multitude of physical ‘landscapes’. Thus 
despite their initial promising appeal they have now lost 
their predictive power. Invoking more complicated par-
ticle structures, called “branes”, muddies the waters even 
more. Nevertheless legions of physicists are research-
ing these concepts, but no clearcut breakthrough has 

emerged, not even the glimmer of a single experimental 
prediction at ordinary physical energy scales.

1.4  Quantum Gravity and other ideas
Physics does not stand still and taming the infinities in-
herent in standard GR has been at the forefront of the-
oretical developments. One of these is loop quantum 
gravity: it imagines that spacetime coordinates are fuzzy 
and gravity is associated with loops in some frothy space 
– because at miniscule scales the idea of a precise location 
loses its meaning by quantum uncertainty. Another neat 
idea is the holographic principle whereby our 4D spa-
cetime can be regarded as some surface in a higher 5D 
conformal space. Yet another idea is that there is a sep-
arate time dimension so we should properly be dealing 
with 2-time gravity. These investigations really have little 
impact on force unification and I confess that I am not 
au fait with them; so I will ignore them for the purposes 
of this article. In summary all these truly brilliant ideas 
have come to naught and I have the feeling that particle 
physics is presently in the doldrums – in contrast to the 
great strides that have been made in astrophysics 

2. How to formulate events? 
Let me therefore describe some of my own ideas about 
unification by returning to basics. The evolution of the 
universe is continually punctuated by successions of 
events – including observations or measurements. In-
deed if everything were unchanging we would be un-
aware of it!  An event means an alteration of configu-
ration, such as a exchange in momentum or quantum 
numbers which identify the participants. Relativists are 
fond of drawing spacetime picture of events through 
world-lines of photon emission which connect the lines 
of the participants. They are picturesque and revealing 
but lack one important ingredient, namely the charac-
teristic identities of these objects. This missing element 
nagged me into proposing property coordinates in anal-
ogy to the use of spacetime coordinates.

To reinforce that point of view let me give a couple of 
analogies: 

•  Suppose a newscaster were to tell you that there was 
an incident at such and such a place and such and 
such a time but without specifying the actual hap-
pening; you really would be none the wiser and in 
dissatisfaction you would want to know the nature of 
the event: what characteristics got changed. Thus the 
exchanged properties of the event’s participants really 
do need spelling out. 
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•  Suppose you store a file on your hard drive. It has 
some filesize in bytes and carries a date-stamp as to 
when it was last recorded; but these days it also con-
tains its type-specification, such as html or doc or txt. 
When you transfer the file to another storage device 
the datestamp will be changed and so will the filesize 
if you convert it to another format such as pdf where-
upon the type is also altered. 

Figure 1. Attaching attributes (represented by smileys) to 
spacetime.

Thus the attributes of the object become significant. So 
the question is how to instill mathematics into attributes 
or properties. It is clear that if an object has a particular 
attribute, such as emitting red, then it cannot doubly 
have it. But it may have the conjugate attribute, such as 
absorbing red1. Now there do exist such kinds of objects 
in mathematics; complex anticommuting coordinates:  
√2ζ=ξ+iη and its conjugate √2ζ=ξ−iη, where ξ and 
η are ‘real’. Anticommutation means that, in contrast to 
xy =yx for ordinary (bosonic) coordinates, ξη= −ηξ and 
ξξ=ηη=0 for even multiples of (fermionic) coordinates. 
Thus ζζ=ζζ=0 while ζζ=iξη is hermitian, The vanish-
ing square of a property is in keeping with the assertion 
that one cannot be doubly emitting or doubly absorb-
ing. However being red absorbing and red emitting is 
possible and corresponds to being `neutral’: seeing the 
glass as neither half full nor half empty – having an equa-
ble personality, being neither pessimistic nor optimistic.

These anticommutators have been with us since the Pauli 
principle and resultant Fermi-Dirac statistics, needed to 
describe electrons and nucleons. Indeed there is a proof 
(the so-called spin-statistics theorem) that they must 
correspond to spin 1/2 systems in local field theories, 
thereby carrying two (or four components if we include 
antiparticles) That makes them like the θ of supersym-

metry. Mathematicians, starting with Grassmann, envis-
aged them more abstractly as an aid to geometry and 
the ζ had no particular spin. Lorentz scalar quantities 
and fields came to the forefront in the late 1970s as they 
facilitated quantization of gauge theories like QED; they 
evaded the theorem in so far as their ghostly appearance 
was only in intermediate states but never at the start 
or finish of any reaction. Nowadays no one baulks at 
such scalar fields or ζ despite the apparent violation of 
spin-statistics.

I will therefore make the bold statement: a set of scalar 
ζ s might serve to characterize the properties of a sys-
tem and can collectively serve as coordinates in addition 
to x=(x, t). Let X=(x,ζ,ζ) stand for a ‘super-coordinate’ 
specifying where-when-what. The action principle of 
physics now requires us to integrate over property as well 
as spacetime coordinates, i.e. over the full X. As our aim 
is to geometrize the forces of nature, like Einstein did for 
gravity, we can imagine an event separation2, tied to a 
metric G, governing the curvature between events: 

 ds2= dXMdXNGNM = dxmdxnGnm+ dζμdxnGnμ+ 

     dζμ dxnGnμ + dζμ dζνGνμ  (1)

The metric has components Gnm connecting spacetime 
coordinates, Gnμ & Gnμ linking spacetime to property 
and Gνμ acting purely between property coordinates . 
Because event separation ds2 is bosonic or commuting, 
it follows that Gnm & Gνμ are both bosonic, but Gnμ & 
Gnμ are anticommuting or fermionic. The way to han-
dle this mixed algebra was formulated some time ago 
by Arnowitt & Nath and others; it involves tracking the 
nature of the coordinates by factors (−1)[N], where [n]=0 
for bosons and [ν]=1 for fermions. I shall spare you 
technicalities except to say that these factors require ag-
onizing care and respect, and the particular order of co-
ordinate components becomes crucial. Since separation 
has the dimensions of length, but presumably properties 
do not, the metric Gνμ must carry a factor l 2, where l is 
a fundamental length and which we will associate with 
Newton’s constant in due course. The burning question 
is: how many ζ do we need to carry out this program? 

3.  Unification of gravity with 
electromagnetism
Before answering the question, let us consider the sim-
plest of all properties, charge, with just one ζ, to see 

	

 1 Or to anthropomorphise the concept, if someone is by nature optimistic, the conjugate property is to be pessimistic.
2 I will reserve Roman letters for spacetime coordinates and Greek letters for property coordinates.
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whether one can achieve unification of gravity with elec-
tromagnetism (em), a goal which eluded Einstein. The 
flat version of event separation corresponds to 

 ds2=dxmdxnη nm+ l 2dζdζηζζ  (2)

where the η are simply unit entries as in special relativity. 
This sort of metric is invariant under coordinate inde-
pendent or ‘global’ phase changes in charge property, but 
is altered by ‘local’ phase changes like ζ→ζ’=exp[iθ(x)]ζ 
in as much as the G components do not transform cor-
rectly under changes in X, as behoves a metric. To cure 
such a deficiency one is obliged to introduce a gauge 
field A, which is none other than the electromagnetic 
potential!  And it appears in three places; in Gxx and in 

 Gxζ=Gζx=−iel2ζ A/2,      Gxζ =Gζx=−iel 2Aζ/2.  (3)

This fixes everything with A transforming (as X→X’) 
like any decent gauge field should: A→A’=A+∂θ. And it 
makes perfect sense; after all, A acts as the conveyancer 
of force, it attaches to property and carries the baggage 
∂θ, so it sits in just the correct sector. Worth noting is 
the fact that a term like c ζζ is invariant under these 
changes and we are at liberty to introduce such  terms 
into G with no ill effect on the gauge symmetry.

The rest of the procedure is rather straightforward and 
unoriginal. We simply mimic what Einstein-Hilbert did 
and regard the Lagrangian of combined gravity-em as 
the full scalar curvature in the extended mixed space X. 
This is a purely technical calculation, after including spa-
cetime curvature through the gravitational metric gxx. At 
first we worked this out with the aid of Mathematica but 
later found an algebraic shortcut having thoroughly fa-
miliarized ourselves with the formalism. The full action 
turns out to be the sum of the gravitational scalar cur-
vature, the em Lagrangian plus a cosmological term. Let 
me just quote the resulting equations of motion, well-
known to general relativists. The spacetime-spacetime 
components of the curvature tensor resolves into 

 Rxx’− 1/2Rgxx’+Λgxx’= 8πGN[T forces
xx’+T matter

xx’] /c
4

while the spacetime-property components reduce to 
Maxwell’s equations in a gravitational field including 
the matter field current 

 gxx’’∂x’’Fxx’=Jx’;    Fxx’=∂xAx’−∂x’Ax.  (5)

The property-property sector determines the strength of 

the gravitational force and the cosmological constant Λ 
is tied to the cζζ term in Gζζ as is the Newtonian gravity 
constant GN .

Figure 2. The nature of curvature components in sectors 
xx’, ζx and ζμ ζμ’. The difference between two successive 
transformations carried out in reverse order is characteristic 
of curvature and this even applies to property-property, as 
well as property-spacetime. In the latter case that curvature 
components is simply the `curl’ of the gauge field. In the 
diagram, the properties are represented by smileys.

However, with only charge property, Λ comes up with 
with the wrong sign; this is not a cause for concern at 
this stage since all the other forces have been neglected. 
The most interesting facet of eq (4) is that the em stress 
tensor contribution, which normally appears on the rhs 
of Einstein’s equation, arrives on the left as the residuum 
of the off-diagonal Gxζ contributions to the Ricci curva-
ture tensor.

4.  Unification with other forces
Encouraged by the successful marriage of em with gravi-
ty we turned to the other forces bearing in mind that the 
standard model relies on QCD×QEW only, utilising the 
gauge group SU(3)×SU2L×U(1). 

4.1  Chromodynamics and Gravity
QCD was the first case we tackled since it is parity con-
serving and there is no reason to distinguish between 
left and right. With three colours we envisaged three 
new properties ζ1,ζ2,ζ3 like the d-type quarks (carrying 
charge -1/3 and baryon number 1/3) and their conju-
gates. Being anticommutative the fermions can accom-
pany odd powers of ζμ or ζμ and the commuting bosons 
are associated with even powers. The significant point is 
that such expansions in ζ or its conjugate always termi-
nate quite quickly so we are not beset by problems with 
infinite modes. One can represent these colour attribute 

	

(4)
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expansions through a black-and-white 4×4 chessboard 
with powers of property and antiproperty each running 
from 0 to 3. The bosons lie on the white squares, the 
fermions on the black ones, respecting the spin-statis-
tics theorem. Reflection about the main diagonal obvi-
ously corresponds to conjugating the states; but we can 
also consider reflection about the cross-diagonal, where 
we find that SU(3) multiplets simply get repeated; this 
allows us to impose a ‘duality’ symmetry whereby the 
number of distinct SU(3) representations that emerge 
can be cut down. Figure 3, depicting the colour emis-
sion combinations of the first row of the chessboard is 
easily understood; for the other multiplets in the other 
rows and columns, please consult the references.

Figure 3. Colour property expansions, in contrast to 
spacetime coordinate expansions.

The natural consequence of this picture is that again the 
‘gluons’ or gauge fields mediating the strong interactions 
occur in the off-diagonal elements of the metric as in 
eq(1) and transform correctly under the non-Abelian 
SU(3) gauge group. When we curve the full space as 
depicted in Figure 2, by including scalars of type cζζ, 
cc(ζζ)2, we automatically end up with the Lagrangian of 
QCD and gravity plus a cosmological term which can 
be finely adjusted to fit the data on cosmic acceleration. 
Inclusion of an extra ζ4, representing charge, simply in-
corporates the electromagnetic interactions, assuming 
that the group to be gauged is SUQCD(3)×Uem(1), not 
SU(4), as experiment strongly indicates. We automat-
ically obtain the non-abelian version of the equations 
of motion for the gluon field, the photon field and the 
gravitational field.

4.2  Electroweak and Gravity
If one is interested in reproducing QEW, at first ignor-
ing strong interactions, it becomes necessary to distin-

guish between left and right chirality, so as to ensure 
parity violation upon suitably gauging. Also it is essen-
tial to bring in the boson sector since this is where the 
Higgs multiplet lies. Going back to the original version 
of leptons we are led to consider two types of proper-
ty doublets (ζ0

L,ζ
4
L) and (ζ0

R,ζ4
R) attached to neutrinos 

and electrons. The SU(2)L is the only one gauged, while 
U(1) acts democratically between left and right. The in-
variants  ζLζL and ζRζR should be included in property 
curvature and they lead to two generations of leptons. 
Furthermore the Higgs field and its conjugate lie in the 
quartet (φ00,φ04 ,φ40 ,φ44), coupling to the leptons as ex-
pected. 

The most interesting feature of the formalism is that 
the requirement of universal gravitational strength 
forces the weak mixing angle to be 30o. In the original 
Weinberg-Salam model the weak angle was an arbitrary 
parameter that determined the ratio of the uncharged 
Z-boson mass to the charged W-boson mass3 , whereas 
here it is predicted.

4.3  All together now: QCD, QEW and Gravity
Combining everything and gauging the standard model 
group one needs to impose some sort of duality require-
ment on the ζ polynomials in order to limit the pro-
liferation of generations when expanding in all seven ζ 
coordinates. Upon doing so, four principal conclusions 
stand out: 

• One unequivocal prediction is the expectation of a 
charge -4/3 quark (this will serve to modify the uni-
tarity of the CKM matrix) and of a fourth neutrino 
(perhaps sterile and massive). 

• Including all forces and insisting on universal gravita-
tional coupling leads to a diminution of the weak mixing 
angle θw from sin2θw=1/4 to 4sin2θw=1−2αem/3αstrong 
which is quite close to the experimentally measured 
value. This is achieved without considering quantum 
loop corrections. 

• Numerous scalar fields arise in the scheme and they 
have zero standard model couplings; might they be 
associated with dark matter?  The question requires 
serious investigation as it may affect the evolution of 
the universe. 

• Quantization of gauge theories is best done by invok-
ing an additional ζq which is connected with BRST 

	

 3 In practice the angle is measured to about 28.5o at the electroweak scale.
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methods and super-translations in ζq. Unfortunately I 
have not yet succeeded in producing a metric version 
of this procedure. 

A few murky problems remain. Firstly the strength of 
interactions and the magnitude of the cosmological con-
stant are governed by the several  cζζ terms that one 
may introduce without affecting the gauge symmetry. 
I have failed to discover some principle, such as prop-
erty coordinate rescaling, that will allow me to elimi-
nate or reduce the number of such terms. Secondly the 
imposition of appropriate duality symmetry for each of 
the standard model subgroups may be slightly different 
from what I have assumed. Thirdly, in the standard pic-
ture, the masses of the quarks and leptons as well as their 
mixings are parameters associated with a plethora of in-
dividual Yukawa couplings of the Higgs boson. Howev-
er in my picture the masses are given by one coupling 
constant and independent expectation values of nine 
uncharged Higgs fields; it seems unlikely that one can fit 
the whole mass ratio range of 1013 unless the bare neu-
trino masses vanish and the tiny neutrino masses are due 
to weak quantum loop corrections. Last and certainly 
not least, I am aware that the entire picture of where-
when-what which I have presented may be quite wrong. 
If so it should be accorded a decent burial, like other 
unsuccessful unification proposals; It is too soon to tell. 
Just one false prediction could prove to be the coup de 
grace that kills the idea.

5.  Conclusion
In both the progress of science and the annals of history 
when (time) and where (space) have always played a cen-
tral role. Maybe it is time for what (property) to creep 
out of the shadows and hold centre stage.
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ACT: Board of Senior Secondary Studies [1] 
• Has one level of Physics, “T” for tertiary bound stu-

dents 
• Does not have external exams
• Closely aligned to the Australian Physics Curriculum
• Mathematics expectations: Pythagoras Theorem, Ele-

mentary vectors, Trigonometry, Algebraic skills

NSW: NSW Education Standards Authority 
[2]
Old Syllabus (being phased out)
A Context defined syllabus divided into two sections

Preliminary Course (120 hours)
Themes: 
• World Communicates (Largely on waves)
• Electrical Energy in the Home (Largely elementary 

circuitry) 
• Moving about (Elementary motion including New-

ton’s Laws)
• The Cosmic Engine  (Elementary cosmology includ-

ing Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram)

HSC Course (120 hours)
Core Themes:
• Space (Gravity and orbits) (30 hours)
• Motors and Generators (Magnetism and Induction) 

(30 hours)
• From Ideas to Implementation (30 hours)

Options (30 Hours)
• Geophysics
• Medical Physics
• Astrophysics
• From Quanta to Quarks
• The Age of Silicon

Within these there are explicit core outcomes and for-
mulae to be learnt and developed that include basic mo-
tion in a straight line formulae, Energy forms, momen-
tum, Newton’s law of Gravity and Magnetism. 

What is interesting is that Electrostatics including Cou-
lomb’s Law is almost entirely missing from the syllabus! 
Electrostatics is included as a part of “Electrical Energy 
in the Home” almost incidentally.

Examination 
Section I 
 Part A is Multiple Choice 
 Part B is calculation demonstration 

Section II - Options
 Written and calculations questions on  
 Options studied. 

New Syllabus [3]
This syllabus is much more aligned to the Australian 
Curriculum but the content description goes further in 

Year  11 and 12 Physics and Maths 
Expectations across Australia – a Survey
(Part 2) 
Jason Dicker 
Launceston, Tasmania, Australia 
jadicker@iinet.net.au

In this second part, I have attempted to summarize the States’ physics syllabi noting similarities to the 
National Curriculum and any differences that are significant. I have also attempted to overview differ-
ences in approach to practical work and, where possible, examinations. In the previous part (Aust Phys 
55(1), Jan-Feb 2018, 22-25), I attempted to outline the pressures on Physics curriculum writers and the 
National Curriculum. Here I am trying to give a précis of the present year 11-12 curriculums state by 
state. All syllabi are subject to periodic review and their interpretation by teachers is through the state’s 
course documents and through the examinations of the previous years. It is therefore entirely possible 
that some of the content below is subject to error! I apologise in advance. 
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a number of areas. It phases in across 2017 and 2018. 

Year 11 
Module 1: Kinematics
Standard motion in a straight line, vectors, relative mo-
tion 

Module 2: Dynamics 
Newton’s Laws, gravity as a field, components of forces, 
work, power and energy, momentum and energy includ-
ing impulse and elastic collisions
Total: 60 hours

Module 3: Waves and Thermodynamics  
• Mechanical waves, wavelengths, frequency period 

and wave number, reflection, refraction, Snell’s Law, 
Standing waves on strings, beats, air-columns, inverse 
square law of intensity.

• Specific and Latent heat, Thermal equilibrium, con-
ductivity and conductivity formula, 

Module 4: Electricity and Magnetism     
• Charges, dipoles, Electric Field Strength definition, 

Coulomb’s Law, Potential Difference, Field strength 
and PD.

• Electric Current, definition of resistance, Kirchhoff’s 
Laws of circuits, series and parallel resistors

• Magnetic fields around currents qualitative and 
quantitative for single wires, 

• Depth Studies (15 hours) are required in 120 course 
hours

Total: 60 hours

Year 12
Module 5: Advanced Mechanics 
• Includes; projectile motion, torque and banked track 

motion,
• Newton’s Law of Gravitation, gravitational potential 

energy in a radial field and escape velocity, orbits, Ke-
pler’s Third Law, 

Module 6: Electromagnetism      
• Charged particles moving in E and B fields,
• Electric Motors, torque of an electric motor, Force 

between straight wires, transformers, back emf,
Total: 60 hours

Module 7: The Nature of Light 
• Maxwell, Wave model of Light, diffraction gratings, 

Polarization, Malus’s Law 
• Black Body radiation and Wien’s Displacement Law, 

Photo-electric effect, Light and Special Relativity, 

Relativistic equations, Energy and mass

Module 8: From the Universe to the Atom 
• A wide ranging section looking at elementary Astro-

physics and the atomic model. Encompasses use of 
Black body radiation and Line Spectra to catalogue 
and describe stars, Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram, 
Carbon- nitrogen-oxygen cycle. 

• Structure of the atom, Light as a photon, Rydberg 
formula, de Broglie wave particle model

• Nucleus and half-life, Mass defect and difference, 
Binding Energy 

Total: 60 hours 

Depth Studies (15 hours) are required in the 120 course 
hours

Assessment will include an external examination at the 
end of Year 12 but details were not available as at writing. 

VICTORIA: Victorian Certificate of Education [4] 
Victoria has Units 1 and 2 in Year 11. These are internal-
ly assessed. Units 3 and 4 are in Year 12 and are exami-
nation based. The course is broken firstly into Units then 
to Areas of Study. 

Unit 1: What ideas explain the physical world?
Area of Study 1: How can thermal effects be explained?
Elementary thermodynamics, climate science including 
greenhouse effect, Wien’s Law, Stefan- Boltzmann Law. 
Issues relating to thermodynamics 

Area of Study 2: How do electric circuits work?
DC electricity very similar to the National Curriculum.

Area of Study 3: What is matter and how is it formed?
Current model of Universe, basic nuclear work, decays, 
half-life etc Mesons, hadrons, neutrinos, baryons fusion, 
fission, synchrotron radiation

Unit 2: What do experiments reveal about the phys-
ical world?
Area of Study 1: How can motion be described and ex-
plained?
Basic motion, forces and energy, power 

Area of Study 2: Options: One option out of 12 is to be 
selected and studied
• What are stars?
• Is there life beyond Earth’s Solar System?
• How do forces act on the human body?
• How can AC electricity charge a DC device?
• How do heavy things fly?
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• How do fusion and fission compare as viable nuclear 
energy power sources?

• How is radiation used to maintain human health?
• How do particle accelerators work?
• How can human vision be enhanced?
• How do instruments make music?
• How can performance in ball sports be improved?
• How does the human body use electricity?

Area of Study 3: Practical investigation

Unit 3: How do fields explain motion and electricity?
Area of Study 1: How do things move without contact? 
Gravity, Electric and Magnetic Forces and Fields. In-
cludes Coulomb’s Law and Newton’s Law of Gravity. 
Does not include magnetic wires attracting or repelling. 
Does include charged particles moving in magnetic 
fields and simple motors

Area of Study 2: How are fields used to move electrical 
energy?
Here magnetism is introduced with a focus on Induc-
tion rather magnetism itself. The syllabus includes pow-
er transmission via AC systems, Transformers, Faraday’s 
and Lenz’s Laws. 

Area of Study 3: How fast can things go? 
Extended motion into curved banked tracks, satellite 
motion projectile motion Special Relativity

Unit 4: How can two contradictory models explain 
both light and matter?
Area of Study 1: How can waves explain the behaviour 
of light?
Waves introduction, path difference, refraction and 
Snell’s Law, 2D interference, polarisation etc.

Area of Study 2: How are light and matter similar?
Photon introduction, Line spectra, de Broglie, elemen-
tary particle diffraction

Area of Study 3: Practical investigation

The final 21/2 hour examination covers the last two units 
and one detailed study. 

TASMANIA: Office of Tasmanian Assessment 
Standards & Certification [5,6] 
Tasmania is unique in the way it arranges teaching of 
all Year 11, 12 subjects and in particular the Physical 
Sciences. Having, like ACT, Senior Secondary Colleges, 
the subject syllabi have developed with less input from 
Year 7 to 10. 

Physics and Chemistry are taught together in Year 11 
with a final external examination so each subject has a 
nominal 75 hours of the 150 hour syllabus. The two 
subjects are taught separately in Year 12 over 150 hours 
with another external examination in each at comple-
tion. 

Because of the large numbers in the Colleges, Electron-
ics is taught as a completely separate subject so no men-
tion is made of diodes or photonics in the total Physics 
syllabus. Also, elementary thermodynamics is left to 
Chemistry.

The influences of Physics in the “real world” are encom-
passed in a “Criterion” to be assessed independently to 
the course content as listed. This criterion is not assessed 
in the external examination. Students and teachers are 
directed by this mechanism to broaden the syllabus be-
yond mere basics. 

YEAR 11 
Radioactivity including simple half-life graph interpre-
tations, linear motion, elementary projectile motion, 
vectors, momentum, Newton’s Laws of motion, work, 
power and energy. Electric current, potential differences, 
basic Ohmic circuitry including basic household appli-
cations. 

All of these are subject to a final exam of total duration 
of 3 hours with chemistry. 

YEAR 12 
Criterion 5: 2-D momentum conservation and mo-
mentum changes, extended Newton’s Laws to planar 
circular motion, full projectile motion, extended work 
energy and power, Newton’s Law of Gravity, circular or-
bits, Kepler’s 3rd Law

Criterion 6: Electromagnetism
Coulomb’s Law of Electrostatics, Electric fields and cal-
culations of total field strengths, motion of charges in 
electric fields.

Magnetic attraction between wires, magnetic field 
strengths around wires and total magnetic fields. Forces 
on currents due to magnetism, motors, forces on charges 
moving fields, mass spectrometers, induction processes, 
simple generators

Criterion 7: Waves
Basic wave properties, Longitudinal and transverse 
waves, Reflection and refraction, Snell’s Law and appli-
cation, Internal reflection, Standing waves in strings and 
pipes, 2-D standing waves, polarisation
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Criterion 8: Twentieth Century Physics
Black Body Radiation, Photoelectric effect, Line spec-
tra, X Ray production, Wave particle duality (de Bro-
glie formula), Compton Scattering, Atomic models and 
Bohr-Rutherford Atom. Mass Energy equivalence, mass 
defect, mass difference, binding energy. Standard Model 
of nucleus.

Special Relativity is to be discussed but not examined in 
the final year examinations.  

Assessment is by teacher assessment criterion by criteri-
on followed by an external examination (3 hours) on the 
above criteria only. All questions are numerical and the 
mathematical logic can affect the final assessment. Stu-
dents are expected to be able to use sine and cosine laws 
for the general solution to vector quantities. No graph-
ing calculators are permitted! 

QUEENSLAND: Queensland Curriculum & 
Assessment Authority [7]
• The latest version is 2014. Queensland does not have 

an external examination as at 2017. 

• The interpretation of depth and content required by 
students is indicated by Appendix 3 on Page 57 of 
the Syllabus document. 

• Most topics are standard for Year 11, 12. Exceptions 
to the National Curriculum: 

m	Omissions: Newton’s Law of Gravity,  
 Coulomb’s Law, Thermodynamics

m	Inclusions:  Potential Energy in a radial Electric  
 Field, Elastic Potential Energy, mirror/lens for 
 mula, semiconductors qualitative and quantita 
 tive, Kirchhoff’s Laws for circuits. 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA: School Curriculum 
and Standards Authority
Year 11 course  [8]
Note; WA lists mathematical skills needed to enter the 
course and warns that inverses square relationships need 
to be taught as they are unlikely to have been taught in 
Year 10.

Unit 1: Thermal, nuclear and electrical physics
• Elementary thermodynamics including specific and 

latent heats, efficiency in energy transformations.
• Ionising radiation and nuclear reactions including 

half-life, absorbed dose. Apply E=mc2 to nuclear re-
actions. Fusion and fission.

• Basic electricity – currents, power and potential dif-
ference. Series and parallel circuits.

Unit 2: Linear motion and Waves
• Motion in a straight line including vertical motion, 

forces, momentum, weight, Newton’s Laws, elastic 
collisions.

• Frequency, wavelength, reflection and refraction. 
Standing waves in pipes. Inverse square law of inten-
sity. 

• Each section is expected to close with an internal ex-
amination

Year 12 course [9] 
Unit 3: Gravity and Electromagnetism
• Newton’s Law of Gravity, gravitational field strength 

around a single mass, projectile motion, circular mo-
tion, orbits, Kepler’s Third Law, Torque, static equi-
librium, 

• Coulomb’s Law, Potential Difference, Magnetic Field 
strength around a wire, magnetic forces on currents 
and moving charges, magnetic flux, induced emf, 
electric motors including torque, AC generation, 
transformers, Lenz’s Law

Unit 4: Revolutions in modern physics
• Wave particle duality and quantum theory

• Blackbody radiation, de Broglie, spectra, photo-elec-
tric effect, interference and diffraction with particles

• Special relativity including momentum and mass en-
ergy

• The Standard Model
• Including gauge bosons, lepton numbers and baryon 

numbers, quarks

• External examination on Units 3 and 4.  No pro-
grammable calculators permitted

SOUTH AUSTRALIA and NORTHERN 
TERRITORY: South Australian 
Certificate of Education [10]
(This syllabus incorporates Applications that are a man-
datory part of each topic)

Stage 1 
Topic 1: Linear Motion and Forces
Linear motion, Newton’s Laws of Motion

Topic 2: Electric Circuits
Current, Resistance, Potential Difference, Series and 
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parallel circuits, energy and power, efficiency, 

Topic 3: Heat
Specific and Latent, change of state

Topic 4: Energy and Momentum
• Work, kinetic energy definitions, gravitational po-

tential energy, power,
• Momentum, relation to Newton’s Second Law, im-

pulse, 

Topic 5: Waves 
• Types of waves, frequency and wavelength, standing 

waves and music.
• Snell’s Law

Topic 6: Nuclear Models and Radioactivity
Nucleus, decay types and nuclear reactions, half-life, in-
duced reactions and nuclear reactions, E = mc2

Stage 2: This is being rewritten for 2018
Section 1: Motion in Two Dimensions

Topic 1: Projectile Motion

Topic 2: Circular Motion ( includes banked tracks)

Topic 3: Gravitation and Satellites
Newton’s Law of Gravitation, satellites in circular orbits, 
speed associated with orbit, 

Topic 4: Momentum in two dimensions
Associate with Newton’s Second and Third Law of Forc-
es and circular motion. Conservation principle applied 
to 2D collisions. 

Section 2: Electricity and Magnetism
Topic 1: Electric Fields
Coulomb’s Law, Electrostatic Field Strengths Field 
around a single charge, Fields between parallel plates, 
sharp points, hollow conductors, 

Topic 2: Motion of Charged Particles in Electric Fields
Projectile motion in a uniform field

Topic 3: Magnetic Fields
Moving charges create magnetic fields, force on a cur-
rent, 

Topic 4: The Motion of Charged Particles in Magnetic 
Fields
Force and motion, radius of circular motion, Applica-
tion to cyclotron

Section 3: Light and Matter
Topic 1: Electromagnetic Waves
Accelerating charges create EM radiation, frequency and 
wavelength, 

Topic 2: The Interference of Light
2D interference, band width, Diffraction gratings, 

Topic 3: Photons
Photoelectric effect, X Ray production, 

Topic 4: Wave Behaviour of Particles
De Broglie relationship, Davisson-Germer diffraction, 

Section 4: Atoms and Nuclei
Topic 1: The Structure of the Atom
Energy levels in atoms, Spectral lines, continuous spec-
tra, fluorescence, stimulated emission

Topic 2: The Structure of the Nucleus
Atomic number and mass number, mass defect and 
binding energy, E=mc2 and calculations, momentum 
and mass-energy conservation rules, Production of 
Medical Radioisotopes, 

Topic 3: Radioactivity
α, β−, β+ , γ emissions, neutrinos, half-life, PET scan-
ning, 

Topic 4: Nuclear Fission and Fusion
Nuclear reactors, fusion in stars

Summary
Across Australia, the Year 11 and 12 syllabi have much 
common content. Superficial forms of ordering content 
do not belie the similarity of topics and major compo-
nents.

An overview would say that NSW has gone from a very 
contextual based course to a very high content based 
course, indeed, having much more content than the Na-
tional Curriculum requires as the base and more than 
other states. While this implies that mathematical skills 
will be developed more strongly than in the previous syl-
labus, it can be argued that so much content leaves little 
time to consolidate skills or knowledge. The ability of 
students to work with confidence with more sophisticat-
ed problems may be at risk. 

Queensland can be said to have the least well developed 
syllabus. In lacking an external examination that forces 
a closer definition of syllabus content, the uniformity 
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of Grade 12 Physics relies entirely on moderation and 
internal processes. 

Victoria incorporates ideas eg Wien’s Displacement 
Law and Stefan-Boltzmann Law for application to the 
Greenhouse Effect for additional enhancement of Ther-
modynamics. These are left in most states to Year 12. 
Likewise, in Optional Studies, many advanced concepts 
are proposed for study are beyond the basic format of 
the rest of the content. As these sections are not exter-
nally assessed, one wonders at the depth of treatment 
in reality. The Optional areas really do stretch Year 11 
students! 

Other states and the ACT have far less contentious sylla-
bi with relatively straightforward statements of content. 
It is only by looking at the complexity of the questions 
asked in the examinations that a fair determination of 
the level of sophistication of mathematical problem 
solving asked for the syllabus can be evaluated. It will 
be interesting to look at the standards of the new NSW 
examination in Physics when it takes place in 2018. 

One point of interest is that I came across reference to 
“Problems in Physics” by Gardiner and McKittrick, at 
least twice. This was a problem book that was first pub-
lished in the 1970s and became a “bible” for the stand-
ard of problems for many years. It is a pity that it is 
no longer printed or that a newer edition has not been 
published as it filled a need by defining minimum levels 
of difficulty beyond many syllabi and current texts.
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Topological material matching graphene 
for electronic smoothness is key to future 
low-energy electronics
Errol Hunt 
ARC Centre of Excellence in Future Low-Energy Electronics Technologies

The topological material Na3Bi provides the same high electron mobility as graphene, but without that 
material’s major drawback – microscopic inhomogeneities that interfere with the material’s electronic 
operation. Recent research at ARC Centre FLEET has shown that Na3Bi can be manufactured to have the 
same degree of electronic smoothness as the highest-quality graphene-based alternative, graphene–
hexagonal boron nitride. The research is key to development of future topological transistors, which 
would use much less energy than current silicon-based electronics.

The topological material Na3Bi provides the same re-
markable electronic properties as graphene, but without 
that material’s major drawback – electronic ‘messiness’. 
Graphene has extremely high electron mobility, with 
theoretical electron speeds 100 times faster than silicon. 
But graphene’s 2D nature means it is far too flimsy to use 
on its own, and must be laid upon a solid substrate. And 
because graphene is atomically thin, electronic imperfec-
tions in the substrate are close enough to cause electronic 
imperfections in the graphene. Such microscopic inho-
mogeneities, known as ‘charge puddles’, limit the mo-
bility of charge carriers, and severely restrict graphene’s 
electronic operation. In practice, this means graphene-
based devices must be painstakingly constructed with a 
graphene sheet laid upon a substrate material that mini-
mises such electronic disorder. Hexagonal boron nitride 
(h-BN) is commonly used for this purpose. But recently, researchers at Australia’s FLEET research 

centre found that the topological material Na3Bi can be 
as ‘electronically smooth’ as the highest-quality graphene-
based alternative, while maintaining graphene’s high 
electron mobility. Their study was published in Science 
Advances in December 2017 [1] – see Figure 1.

Na3Bi is a Topological Dirac Semimetal (TDS), con-
sidered a 3D equivalent of graphene in that it shows the 
same extraordinarily high electron mobility – see Fig-
ure 2. This high electron mobility is highly desirable in 
materials investigated for fast-switching electronics. The 
discovery will be critical for advancement of the study of 
this new topological material. It could have wide appli-
cations in electronics and potentially open other fields 
of research.

Figure 1: Study authors (from left): Dr Mark Edmonds, 
James Collins and Prof Michael Fuhrer in the scanning 
tunnelling microscope laboratory at Monash University. 
Photo by Steve Morton, Monash University School of 
Physics and Astronomy.

Figure 2: Thin film of Na3Bi grown on sapphire with gold 
contacts to allow for electrical measurements of the carrier 
density and mobility at low temperature in a magnetic 
field. Photo by Dr Mark Edmonds and James Collins, FLEET.
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With electronic smoothness of Na3Bi now demonstrat-
ed, an array of new research possibilities open up. There 
have been many studies into the relativistic (high mobil-
ity) flow of electrons in graphene since it was discovered 
in 2004 [2]. With this latest study, similar studies into 
Na3Bi can be expected.

Na3Bi offers a number of interesting advantages over 
graphene. As well as avoiding the difficult construction 
methods involved in twin-layer graphene/h-BN devices, 
Na3Bi can be grown on a millimetre scale or larger – see 
Figure 3. Currently, production of effective graphene/h-
BN sheets is limited to only a few micrometres across. 
Another significant advantage is the potential to use Na-
3Bi as the conducting channel in a new generation of 
transistors – one built upon the science of topological 
insulators.

Next steps & topological transistors
The discovery that thin films of Topological Dirac 
Semimetal can be manufactured to be so electronical-
ly-smooth is an important step towards a target technol-
ogy known as switchable topological transistors. Tran-
sistors, switching between ‘off’ (0) and ‘on’ (1) form the 
logic building blocks of modern computing. But transis-
tors use significant energy when they switch, prompting 
a search for low-energy alternatives.

Despite its remarkably low resistance, graphene cannot 
be used in transistors because it cannot be ‘switched 
off’, or controlled. However topological materials such 
as Na3Bi can be switched from conventional insulator 
to topological insulator by the application of voltage or 
magnetic field. Topological insulators are novel materials 
that behave as electrical insulators in their interior, but 
can carry a current along their edges. Unlike a conven-

tional electrical path, such topological edge paths can 
carry electrical current with near-zero dissipation of 
energy, meaning that topological transistors can switch 
without burning energy. Topological materials were rec-
ognised in the 2016 Nobel Prize in Physics. Topological 
transistors would ‘switch’, just as a traditional transistor. 
The application of a gate potential would switch the 
edge paths in a Na3Bi channel between being a topolog-
ical insulator (‘on’) and a conventional insulator (‘off’).

The bigger picture: energy use in 
computation
The overarching challenge behind the research is the 
growing amount of energy used in computation and 
information technology (IT). Each time a transistor 
switches, a tiny amount of energy is burnt, and with 
trillions of transistors switching billions of times per sec-
ond, this energy adds up. Already, the energy burnt in 
computation accounts for 5% of global electricity use 
[3], and it’s doubling every decade.

For many years, the energy demands of an exponentially 
growing number of computations was kept in check by 
ever-more efficient, and ever-more compact computer 
chips – an effect related to Moore’s Law. But as funda-
mental physics limits are approached, Moore’s Law is 
ending, and there are limited future efficiencies to be 
found. “For computation to continue to grow, to keep 
up with changing demands, we need more-efficient elec-
tronics,” says FLEET’s Prof Michael Fuhrer. “We need 
a new type of transistor that burns less energy when it 
switches.” This discovery could be a step in the direc-
tion of topological transistors that transform the world 
of computation.

About FLEET
FLEET is an Australian government-funded research 
centre: The Australian Research Council Centre 
of Excellence in Future Low-Energy Electronics 
Technologies.

FLEET is a collaboration of almost 100 researchers from 
seven Australian universities and 13 Australian and in-
ternational science organisations.

FLEET is highly interdisciplinary, with Australia’s top 
researchers in their fields focussing on three paths to 
achieve ultra-low dissipation conduction:
• Topological materials
• Exciton superfluids
• Light-transformed materials

Figure 3: Na3Bi structure shown with sodium atoms white 
and bismuth atoms teal. Graphic by James Collins, FLEET.
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The research, which is at the cutting edge of what’s pos-
sible in current physics, is underpinned by the science of 
atomically thin (two dimensional) materials and nano-
device fabrication.
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Peter Thonemann 1917-2018, Australian fusion pioneer

Peter Thonemann was born in Melbourne in 1917. 
Upon completing a BSc at the University of Mel-
bourne in 1939 he worked at the Munitions Sup-
ply Laboratories at Maribrynong on war-related 
projects. In 1942 he moved to Sydney, joining 
the research department of 
Amalgamated Wireless, at 
Ashfield. While there, in 1944, 
he undertook a research Mas-
ter’s degree at the University 
of Sydney: A study of high fre-
quency fields in an ionised gas. 
Following this Peter went to 
Oxford in 1946 to undertake 
research for a DPhil.

At Oxford he carried out the 
first studies of toroidal dis-
charges and subsequently 
became head of fusion re-
search at Oxford. Fusion re-
search moved to Harwell in 1952 so that it could 
proceed in secrecy due to fears that abundant 
neutron production from fusion reactions in deu-
terium might provide a means of facilitating fission 
bombs. While at Harwell Peter was instrumental in 
the design and construction of a large toroidal de-

vice ZETA (Zero Energy Thermonuclear Assembly), 
the aim of which was to heat and magnetically 
confine ionized deuterium in order to demonstrate 
controlled release of fusion energy. It began opera-
tion in 1957, the same year that the UK successfully 

tested its first hydrogen bomb. 
Production of neutrons in ZETA 
discharges initially caused ex-
citement, but these were quickly 
shown to be due to local acceler-
ation of deuterium ions, not fu-
sion in a thermal plasma at high 
temperatures. 

Following declassification in 
1958, fusion research was trans-
ferred to a new open laboratory 
at Culham, south of Oxford. Tho-
nemann was Deputy Director 
of the Culham Laboratory from 
1965-66 after which, in 1968, he 

left Culham to become Professor of Physics at The 
University College of Swansea, Wales, now Swan-
sea University. Unable to raise research council 
funds for fusion research in Swansea, he turned his 
interest to biophysics. Peter died 10 February 2018, 
aged 100.    Brian James
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It is a pleasure to say that Science meets Parliament was 
one of the best events in which I have participated in 
the last 3 years.  The event is incredibly well managed by 
the Science and Technology Australia (STA) team who 
have got the process down to a fine art.  I must thank 
the AIP for nominating me to participate in the event.  
Day 1 was focussed on briefing participants on what 
to expect and preparing them to put forward the most 
compelling case for the meetings on Day 2.  Day 1 fin-
ished with a gala dinner in Parliament house with both 
Michaela Cash (on behalf of the PM) and Bill Shorten 
speaking, along with the attendance of many other min-
isters, shadow ministers and members of parliament.  
Most tables were allocated a Member of Parliament 
which allowed participants to advocate for their cause in 
relaxed circumstances – as you can imagine the evening 
offered the most incredible networking opportunities.  
Day 2 started at Parliament house and was a combina-
tion of one-on-one meetings with politicians along with 
briefings as well as an opportunity to watch question 
time. Our visit coincided with one of the more inter-
esting junctures in Parliamentary debate (the Barnaby 
Joyce controversy) but was enlightening all the same.  

Science meets Parliament (SmP) gives the first-hand op-
portunity to see how politicians and parliament work 
in practice. It also allowed one to hear from politicians 
about their relationship with science and innovation.  
This is highly useful as it allows you to refine your pitch 
to match the needs of the audience: there is little point 
in advocating vehemently for something that is never 
going to make a difference. 

SmP also gives you the opportunity to meet a diverse 
bunch of scientists across different academic fields, at 
different stages of careers, and from organisations (Pub-
lically funded Research Organisations, Universities, 
industry and self-employed). As you would expect this 
gives to varied agendas: however, whatever the back-
ground, one obvious commonality of everyone I met 
was their passion, eloquence and desire to raise the in-
fluence and importance of science in the public debate.  
It was truly exciting to be a member of this group.  

SmP’s training on day 1 is through interactive and effec-
tive processes for refining your pitch as well as listening 
to some great scientists, journalists and individuals from 
the creative industries.  This is highly helpful for improv-

ing your advocacy of your particular mission. 

On Day 2, you are presented with an opportunity to 
meet one or two politicians in their offices.  Each visit 
was as part of a team who had to work together to de-
velop a strategy to convey their joint message. The work 
on day 1 provided each of us with the tools necessary to 
put together a coherent story and develop an effective 
narrative.  In the case of our team I was able to ensure 
that we put forward the importance of investment in 
fundamental science and also being aware of the current 
challenges in translation of that science. More broadly 
we advocated for the importance of a diverse workforce 
and diverse mindset in science.  

My goal at SmP was to address the importance of con-
tinued financial support for the foundational science 
(physics being the prime example) as well as driving the 
changes necessary to enhance the level of commerciali-
sation and engagement of academia and industry. I was 
able to do this to a number of MPs, refine my pitch, 
and also learn of the ubiquity of these views among the 
assembled scientists.  I am in no doubt that my partici-
pation will enhance my ability to push these views in a 
way that is more likely to produce change.  

 I would recommend that everyone who has the possibil-
ity to attend should do their best to avail themselves of 
the opportunity.  I thank the AIP for giving me the op-
portunity to attend and STA for putting together such a 
remarkable event. 

Our meeting with Madeleine King, MP for Brand WA (second 
from right), also pictured are myself, Dr. Daniel Langley 
from Swinburne University, Dr. Sivashangarie Sivanesan 
representing the NTEU (and currently working at Monash 
University) and Dr. Tim O’Meara from GE Healthcare.

Science meets Parliament 2018
Andre Luiten 
School of Physical Sciences and Institute for Photonics and Advanced Sensing 
University of Adelaide, Adelaide SA 5005, Australia
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Four Pillars of 
Radio Astronomy: 
Mills, Christiansen, 
Wild, Bracewell
by R. H. Frater, W. M. Goss and H. 
W. Wendt
Springer International (2017)
Paperback, 199 pages
ISBN 9783319655987

Reviewed by Peter Rob-
ertson, School of Phys-
ics, University of Mel-
bourne

The rapid development 
of radio astronomy in the late 1940s and 1950s at 
CSIRO’s Radiophysics Laboratory in Sydney is one of 
the most exciting chapters in the history of Australian 
science.  It is also one of the most intensely studied with 
a number of books, journal articles and PhD theses on 
the subject appearing in recent years.  This book pre-
senting brief biographies of four of the early pioneers is 
a welcome and worthy addition to this growing body of 
work.

The common thread to the book is that all four ‘pillars’ 
joined the Radiophysics Lab in the 1940s and during 
the 1950s became world leaders in their chosen branch 
of radio astronomy.  The three authors are certainly well 
qualified: Bob Frater is a former chief of the Radiophys-
ics Lab; Miller Goss is a leading American radio astrono-
mer; and Harry Wendt is a historian of Australian radio 
astronomy.  All three authors have been co-authors of 
the official memoirs of the four pillars (Mills, Chris-
tiansen and Wild were Fellows of the Australian Acad-
emy of Science) and, indeed, Frater was a co-author on 
all four memoirs.

The opening chapter sets the scene by describing the dis-
covery of radio waves from space by the Americans Karl 
Jansky and Grote Reber in the 1930s.  The Radiophysics 
Lab itself was founded in 1940 to carry out secret war-
time research on radar.  After 1945 the Lab decided to 
re-orientate its research program into peacetime appli-
cations of radio and radar.  Under the leadership of Joe 
Pawsey, radio astronomy proved to be the wild card in 
the pack.

A chapter is then devoted to each of the four pillars.  
Bernie Mills is best known for his invention of the cross-
type instrument that now bears his name.  The cross 
proved particularly effective for discovering galactic and 
extragalactic radio sources.  In the mid-1950s Mills was 
at the centre of the controversy between supporters of the 
rival ‘big bang’ and ‘steady state’ theories on the origin of 
the Universe.  A radio astronomy group in Cambridge 
claimed their observations provided strong evidence in 
favour of the big bang, whereas Mills’ observations of 
the southern skies showed no such evidence.  Eventually 
the Cambridge survey was shown to be corrupted by an 
instrumental effect known as ‘confusion’ and the Cam-
bridge claim was discredited.

Chris Christiansen specialised in radio studies of the 
Sun.  He designed array-type telescopes to produce 
high-resolution images of the solar disk and he pioneered 
a technique known as earth rotational synthesis, which 
became the basis of modern synthesis radio telescopes.  
Chris was prominent in promoting the international de-
velopment of radio astronomy, serving as vice-president 
of the International Astronomical Union and as presi-
dent of the International Union of Radio Science.

In 1960 both Mills and Christiansen left CSIRO under 
controversial circumstances and founded a radio astron-
omy group at the University of Sydney, one that would 
soon rival the Radiophysics Lab.  In contrast, Paul Wild 
spent his entire career in CSIRO, becoming the Radi-
ophysics chief in 1971 and then CSIRO chairman in 
1978.  Wild invented an instrument known as a radio 
heliograph for studying transient phenomena on the 
Sun, such as violent flares in the solar atmosphere.  His 
classification of these phenomena is still in use today.

After joining the Radiophysics Lab in 1949 Ron Brace-
well co-authored the book Radio Astronomy with Joe 
Pawsey, the first scholarly text on the subject.  In 1955 
Bracewell was appointed professor of electrical engineer-
ing at Stanford University.  He is best remembered for 
his development of the mathematical techniques used 
to form images from radio observations, techniques that 
are the foundation of all radio astronomy imaging today.  
Although primarily a theorist, Bracewell designed and 
built the Stanford Microwave Spectroheliograph for so-
lar studies.  The instrument consisted of 32 dishes each 
mounted on a pier or pillar, which has provided the in-
spiration for the title of this book and the photo on the 
front cover.

BOOK REVIEWS
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Each of the four biographical chapters begins with an 
account of their early life and how each pillar became a 
radio astronomer.  From then on the focus is on the pro-
fessional development of their careers.  The discussion 
becomes quite technical in parts, which a general reader 
will be tempted to skip over.  Personally, I would have 
liked to learn more about their interests and activities 
outside of their professional careers, which might have 
added more ‘colour’ to them as individuals.

The final chapter discusses the influence the four pillars 
have had on the future development of radio astronomy.  
As Ron Ekers notes in his Foreword: ‘The Four Pillars 
started an unbroken line of instrumental developments 
in which Australia has continued to play a global role.  
They sowed the seeds that have now led to Australia’s 
involvement in the Square Kilometre Array – a major as-
tronomical project with the Murchison Widefield Array 
and the Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder as 
its precursors.’

Also discussed is the influence the four pillars have had 
in areas beyond radio astronomy.  A notable example 
is in medical imaging where Bracewell’s mathematical 
theories underpin the technique of computer-aided to-
mography (CAT scans).  Another better known exam-
ple is the development of Wi–Fi by a group at CSIRO 
Astronomy and Space Science (the modern day Radio-
physics Lab).  Three of the five members of this group 
were products of Chris Christiansen’s department at the 
University of Sydney.

Although relatively short, the book contains well over 
100 images (some in colour), making the presentation 
visually attractive.  To my knowledge, more than half the 
images are previously unpublished.  Most of them are 
drawn from the Radio Astronomy Image Archive man-
aged by CSIRO in Sydney.

Four Pillars of Radio Astronomy should be on the shelves 
of anyone interested in the rich and remarkable story of 
Australian radio astronomy.

Magnificent 
Principia - 
Exploring 
Isaac Newton’s 
Masterpiece
by Colin Pask     
Prometheus Books (2013)
Hardback, 500 pages
ISBN: 9781616147457

Reviewed by  
Jason Dicker. Jason is  
a retired physics teacher 
in Launceston

Very few scientists of this modern age have the courage 
to read Newton’s Principia in either the original or trans-
lation. Richard Feynman was one and he has referred 
to the Principia in several of his works for the public or 
undergraduate physics students. Einstein was in awe of 
the book and the man and indeed it can be easily argued 
that it is one of the greatest books ever written both on 
its effects on science and also on history. 

The Principia is daunting even in the translation, the lan-
guage is familiar but not quite modern as the few trans-
lators have tried to capture the original Latin or English 
of that period rather than create a “modern” Principia. 
The language is also the struggle of a man defining new 
concepts with the inadequate vocabulary of his era and 
whose words can subtly change meaning during the ex-
position of the work. The mathematics is geometry with 
unfamiliar notations, assumptions and hidden calculus 
that made it hard to read even at the time of publication 
when geometry was far more current than presently. 

I have a copy of Cohen’s translation more for waving 
around in front of my year 12 physics students and 
stunning Philosophy and Studies in Religion students 
with the scientists’ version of the Old Testament than for 
reading in depth. Yes I did try reading it but I didn’t get 
very far. I have avidly read Richard Westfall’s biography 
of Newton many times so the opportunity to read Pask’s 
book is more than welcome. 

Pask’s is an excellent book, a mixture of technical and 
open dialogue both about the context under which the 
Principia was written and the content of the Princip-
ia. Written with the full conviction of a total Newton 
convert, Pask presses the case that it is the first modern 

For all information about the Australian Institute of  
Physics, visit:  www.aip.org.au
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physics paper and sets the benchmark of all modern pa-
pers and books to this day. The style of the “Magnificent 
Principia” is open and friendly, not at all formal or con-
voluted and often in the first person. A greater contrast 
to Newton’s original would be hard to find.

“Magnificent Principia” should be read with a copy of 
the Principia by the side of your chair so that you can 
refer to it as you progress with Pask’s book. Indeed, Pask 
recommends that you do so! With this book I have made 
far more progress on Newton and with much greater 
enthusiasm than ever before. I may even finish the Prin-
cipia in its entirety someday. Most certainly I have gone 
through it with the help of Pask’s book in greater detail 
than ever before. 

Pask starts with a quick review of Newton the person, 
his birth, interests, effect of religion and then a back-
ground of the contemporary thinking that was based 
on Aristotle, Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler and Descartes 
among the educated. The people who were in immedi-
ate contact with Newton: Boyle, Halley, Huygens and 
Newton’s archrival, the brilliant Robert Hooke each re-
ceive a commentary also. Much of this section on New-
ton’s personality and life history is clearly influenced by 
Westfall.  

By the end of the book, Pask has completed a dazzling 
summary of the entire Principia, firstly by emphasizing 
the deliberate structure Newton gave the Principia then 
giving the detailed significance of each of the major 
Definitions, Laws, Propositions, Theorems, Corollaries, 
Lemma and Scholium. Pask expands on the consequenc-
es of these both as examples of Newton’s brilliance but 
also about how far Newton has moved from his anteced-
ents and the importance of his work to modern physics 
not least its continuing relevance. He also takes the time 
to comment on the numerous nearly hidden and rarely 
commented on flashes of brilliance that Newton makes. 
An example is Newton’s clear distinction between what 
we now think of as inertial mass as opposed to gravita-
tional mass, his method using pendulums to compare 
the two and his conclusion that they seem to be identi-
cal. Pask then points to Eötvos and current comparisons.

His commentary occasionally uses modern calculus to 
describe Newton’s processes but does not assume that the 
reader needs to understand these equations. Here Pask is 
alluding to a slight difficulty in the book, the target au-
dience. He is, on the one hand, trying to make clear the 

fundamental importance of the Principia to a wider 
audience than committed physicists but by necessity, 
the audience needs to be aware both of the book’s ex-
istence and its ramifications. But these ramifications 
are the very essence of physics and therefore the book 
is unlikely to be read outside the science community! 

Pask consistently illuminates the brilliance of New-
ton, the scope of his thinking, the limitations of his 
methods and ingenuity in approaches that subse-
quently took generations of scientists to fully resolve. 
Pask makes clear reference to the “fudging” that we 
know Newton carried out when he was trying to carry 
a point but the known numbers did not fully concur. 
He also points out that this was rare, generally New-
ton was a stickler for detail and precision. 

Pask then takes the step of summarizing both the im-
mediate impact and the further influence of the Prin-
cipia in European natural philosophy then in terms of 
the broader influence on society and the dawning of 
the period we know of as the Enlightenment. He also 
looks at the subsequent developments of Newton’s 
ideas and the key people, Euler, Lagrange, Laplace etc 
all the way through to Einstein.  

“The Magnificent Principia” does not hesitate to in-
clude Newton’s attitude to religion and looks at the 
Principia’s final Scholium where Newton informs all 
that his book is intended to confirm the position of 
God in the universe of the time but Pask then com-
ments on how the Principia itself started undermining 
people’s belief in the position of God or even the exist-
ence of God. As he writes, a little over 100 years later 
Laplace feels confident enough to say he doesn’t need 
God for his science.   

A detailed list of references and primary sources is pro-
vided at the end of each section including many his-
torical pieces for those who wish to look further into 
the Principia. Pask often directly points to a relevant 
author rather than merely using a reference system but 
the summary list is always extensive.

Pask completes all in his Epilogue, simply listing his 
favourite achievements of Newton in the Principia. 
This is a wonderful way to conclude a book that all 
people truly interested in physics should read and 
proudly keep on their shelves alongside their unread 
translation of Newton. 
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SAMPLINGS
Galaxy devoid of dark matter puzzles 
astronomers
A distant galaxy apparently devoid of dark matter has 
been discovered by astronomers in the US, Canada and 
Germany. Paradoxically, they believe their finding could 
strengthen the case for dark matter as the source of the 
universe’s “missing mass” – because alternative theories 
that modify gravity should apply to all galaxies. Other 
researchers, however, remain unconvinced.

The idea that the universe might largely comprise “dark 
bodies” dates back to a talk given in 1884 by Lord Kel-
vin. In the 1930s, astrophysicists such as Fritz Zwicky 
realized the dynamics of galaxy clusters implied they 
contained far more mass than was visible to telescopes 
– mass that is now known as dark matter. More precise, 
observational evidence from Vera Rubin and colleagues 
was presented in 1980. Most astronomers now accept 
that only around 15% of the matter in the universe is 
“normal”, but the nature of the remainder remains large-
ly mysterious.

Some astrophysicists, however, remain unconvinced. 
Pointing to several observations that dark matter strug-
gles to explain, together with the fact that no one has 
yet identified dark matter, they argue that the under-

lying problem lies in the failure of current theories of 
gravity to correctly predict the large-scale dynamics of 
galaxies. Astrophysicist Pavel Kroupa of the Univer-
sity of Bonn in Germany, argued in 2012 that, if the 
dark-matter model were correct, there should be some 
“tidal dwarf galaxies” that, owing to having formed in a 
different way from other galaxies, did not contain dark 

matter. The absence of such galaxies would suggest that 
the dark-matter model is deficient.

Pieter van Dokkum of Yale University and colleagues 
believe that their galaxy could fit the bill as a tidal dwarf 
devoid of dark matter.  When studying the elliptical gal-
axy group NGC 1052 – around 63 million light-years 
from the Milky Way – with the Dragonfly Telephoto 
Array, which van Dokkum and a colleague built in New 
Mexico in 2013, the researchers noticed that a sur-
rounding dwarf galaxy called NGC1052-DF2 looked 
very different in its Dragonfly images and in the Sloan 
Digital Sky Survey. “To try and find out what was going 
on, we applied for time on the Keck telescope and also 
took some images from the Hubble Space Telescope,” 
says van Dokkum.

Using the data, the researchers measured the brightness-
es and rotation speeds of various clusters of stars within 
the galaxy. The researchers used the surface brightness 
fluctuation method, in which variation in the brightness 
of pixels arising from fluctuations in the specific number 
of stars’ light each pixel receives allows astronomers to 
calculate the brightness of single stars, and thereby to 
estimate the distance of the dwarf galaxy. Upon reaching 
the conclusion that it was indeed associated with NGC 
1052 rather than sitting far in the foreground, they used 
measurements of the galaxy’s apparent luminosity, com-
pared with its “true” luminosity, to estimate that the 
dwarf galaxy contained about 1.1×108 solar masses of 
stars.

Finally, they used the motions of the stars to calculate 
the amount of dark matter needed to explain the cluster 
motions observed. To their surprise, their results were 
consistent with there being no dark matter in the galaxy 
at all. The researchers suggest three possible formation 
scenarios for their surprising result. One is that they are 
observing a tidal dwarf galaxy that formed from normal 
matter that was liberated when much larger galaxies in-
teract with each other. However, under all scenarios they 
conclude: “NGC1052–DF2 demonstrates that dark 
matter is not always coupled with baryonic matter on 
galactic scales.”

Kroupa is unconvinced, however: he notes that the 
dwarf galaxy appears extremely exotic, containing a 
number of unusually bright globular clusters (star clus-
ters) but apparently no dimmer ones. “If the object is 
shifted toward the observer,” he says, “the gravitat-
ing mass will remain about the same, but the globu-

The Dragonfly array (Courtesy: University of Toronto)
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lar clusters and the galaxy become less luminous. So, 
the globular clusters can be brought into agreement 
with known globular clusters, the galaxy is less lumi-
nous for the same gravitating mass, and voila, we have 
dark matter in the object, which now is not exotic.” 
[Pieter van Dokkum et al, Nature 555 (2018) 629; doi: 
10.1038/nature25767

Extracted with permission from an item byTim Wogan 
at physicsworld.com.

Intel unveils 49-qubit superconducting chip
Intel  has announced the design and fabrication of a 
49-qubit superconducting quantum-processor chip at 
the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas. Speaking 
at the conference, Intel chief executive  Brian Krzan-
ich introduced “Tangle Lake”, a quantum-processor chip 

that operates at extremely low temperatures. The device 
takes its name from the Tangle Lakes, a frigid chain of 
lakes in Alaska, and is a nod to quantum entanglement.

Tangle Lake is designed to store and process quantum 
information in qubits that are superconducting circuits. 
Krzanich said that the chip is an important step towards 
developing quantum computers that could quickly solve 
mathematical problems involved in some of society’s 
most pressing issues – from drug development to cli-
mate forecasting.

He also announced progress in Intel’s research on spin 
qubits, which have qubits based on the spin states of 
single electrons. While superconducting chips tend to 

be relatively large, the spin-qubits could be miniaturized 
using well-established silicon-chip fabrication processes. 
This means that it may be possible to manufacture quan-
tum processors containing large numbers of spin qubits. 
This large-scale integration could be more difficult for 
superconducting qubits.

However, there is some scepticism in the physics com-
munity regarding Intel’s silence about the performance 
and quality specifications of Tangle Lake and their spin 
qubit chips. Intel is also facing fierce competition. IBM 
has itself announced quantum computers with 20 and 
50 superconducting qubits in recent months, and com-
panies including Google and Rigetti are also securing 
footholds in the nascent market.

 “In the quest to deliver a commercially viable quantum 
computing system, it’s anyone’s game,” confesses Mike 
Mayberry, managing director at Intel Labs. “We expect 
it will be five to seven years before the industry gets to 
tackling engineering-scale problems, and it will likely re-
quire one million or more qubits to achieve commercial 
relevance.”

Extracted with permission from an item by Sam Jarman 
at physicsworld.com.

Magnon transistors could give spintronics a 
boost
Three independent teams of physicists have unveiled de-
vices that could lead to practical spintronics components 
of the future. Researchers in the Netherlands have creat-
ed what they call a “magnon transistor”, whereas a group 
in China has unveiled their “magnon valve”. Meanwhile 
in Germany, a team has also demonstrated their own 
version of a magnon valve. All three devices represent 
important work towards creating practical spintronics 
devices that use electron spin to transfer and store in-
formation.

Spintronics is attractive as a potential technology be-
cause it could solve several important problems facing 
electronics designers as they try to create ever smaller 
and more powerful devices. Using the spin of the elec-
tron (in addition to its electrical charge) to carry infor-
mation provides an extra degree of freedom that could 
lead to smaller devices. At the same time, spin-based 
devices could be designed to consume much less energy 
than conventional electronics – making miniaturization 
easier.

Intel’s 49-qubit Tangle Lake quantum processor 
(Courtesy: Intel)
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However, creating spintronics based around the elec-
tron as the information carrier has its own challenges, so 
some physicists are keen on exploring alternatives. One 
possibility is the magnon, which is a collective excitation 
in a magnetic material. Magnons propagate as waves – 
flipping spins as they go. They also have particle-like 
properties, which is why they are called quasiparticles.

Circuits based on magnons have the potential to be 
much simpler in design than comparable conventional 
electronics – while at the same time consuming much 
less energy. But as Andrii Chumak of Germany’s Uni-
versity of Kaiserslautern, who was not involved in the 
research, explains: “We are still quite far away from real-
izing this potential”.

In this latest drive to create magnonic devices, a team 
led by Mathias Kläui of Johannes Gutenberg University 
of Mainz in Germany and a team led by Xiufeng Han 
of the Chinese Academy of Sciences in Beijing have 
showed that a magnon current can be controlled by 
changing the relative magnetization orientation of two 
magnetic layers.

Although made from different materials, both devic-
es comprise a sandwich of two magnets separated by 
a non-magnetic spacer. By aligning the magnetic mo-
ments of the “bread” of the sandwich parallel or antipar-
allel, the researchers managed to increase and decrease 
the magnon current flowed through their devices – so 
the devices operated as valves.

“Both [devices] show typical spin valve behavior, and 
the effects are large so they could in future be used as 
a non-volatile low-power logic component,” explains 
Kläui. “But we now need to quantify the modulation of 

the magnonic spin current transmission in an ideal spin 
valve geometry.”

Taking a different approach, but still aiming to con-
trol magnon current,  Bart van Wees of the University 
of Groningen, the Netherlands, and colleagues altered 
magnon current using an electrode to change chemical 
potential in a device they have called a “magnon transis-
tor”. The device consists of a thin rectangle of platinum 
on top of a larger square of magnetic material. Magnons 
are generated at one end of the magnet and detected at 
the other. Then more magnons are pumped into or ab-
sorbed from the square depending on the spin polariza-
tion of electrons flowing in the platinum strip. By align-
ing and then oppositely aligning these electron spins 
with the magnons in the square, the researchers man-
aged to increase and then decrease the magnon current. 
[Joel Cramer et al., Nature Communications, 9 
(2018) 1089; doi:10.1038/s41467-018-03485-5,  
L. J. Cornelissen et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 120 097702 
(2018); doi: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.120.097702,  
H. Wu et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 097205 (2018); doi: 
10.1103/PhysRevLett.120.097205]

Extracted with permission from an item by Benjamin 
Skuse at physicsworld.com.

NASA delays James Webb Space Telescope
NASA has announced that it will delay the launch 
of the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) to May 
2020. The mission was expected to launch mid-2019 
but continuing issues in testing and combining the 
observatory’s components have pushed it back a year.

The decision to delay the launch will likely mean that 
the project exceeds the $8bn budget mandated by 
Congress in 2011. NASA has said it will now establish 
an independent review board, chaired by NASA veteran 
Thomas Young, to investigate the impact, with the agency 
expected to send a revised budget to Congress in late 
June. “The primary issue will be getting congressional 
authorization or a funding measure passed in fiscal year 
2019 to get relief for Webb,” says NASA spokesperson 
Bob Jacobs.

Developed by NASA along with the European and 
Canadian space agencies, the JWST will feature a 
mirror three times the diameter of the Hubble space 
telescope. Astronomers believe that the JWST will 
revolutionize their understanding of early star formation 
and exoplanets.

Ludo Cornelissen and Bart van Wees of the University of 
Groningen (Courtesy: University of Groningen)
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The news of the delay comes after the US Government 
Accountability Office (GAO) released a report in late 
February stating that the JWST was unlikely to meet 
its 2019 launch date.   One of the issues facing the 
JWST is the craft’s huge 21 m x 14 m sunshield that 
will provide a cold and thermally stable environment for 
the mirror and science instruments. Deployment tests 
of the sunshield took much longer than anticipated and 
engineers discovered tears in the ultrathin fabric, which 
have now been fixed.

“Webb is the highest priority project for the agency’s 
science mission directorate, and the largest international 
space science project in US history,” says acting NASA 
Administrator Robert Lightfoot. “All the observatory’s 
flight hardware is now complete, however, the issues 
brought to light with the spacecraft element are 
prompting us to take the necessary steps to refocus our 
efforts on the completion of this ambitious and complex 
observatory.”

Indeed, it is crucial that there are no issues once JWST 
launches. Unlike Hubble, which is in orbit around 
the Earth, JWST will instead be placed out of reach 
for astronauts at Lagrange Point 2 – a gravitational 
balance point some 1.5 million kilometres beyond the 
Earth’s orbit around the Sun. “Webb is a really complex 
machine and rigorous testing is required to have a high 
confidence of success,” noted Thomas Zurbuchen, 
associate administrator for NASA’s science mission 
directorate. “We have one shot to get this into space. 
Failure is not an option.”

Extracted with permission from an item by Michael 
Banks at physicsworld.com.

Testing the James Webb Space Telescope’s mirror (Courtesy: 
NASA/Desiree Stover)

PRODUCT NEWS
Lastek
Ocean Optics Ocean HDX, the New Spectrometer 
for High Quality Results  
The new Ocean HDX spectrometer uses specialised 
materials and precision engineering to maximise optical 
resolution, increase throughput, reduce stray light and 
maintain thermal stability.

Low stray light performance improves dynamic range 
and absorbance linearity for determining the concentra-
tion of analytes in solutions

High throughput and a back-thinned CCD detector 
deliver high sensitivity performance for low light appli-
cations including fluorescence

Optical resolution of <1.0 nm (FWHM) and extraor-
dinary peak symmetry deliver superior performance for 
applications such as absolute color accuracy

Omni-λ Monochromators and Spectrographs from 
Zolix Instruments 
Omni-λ Series of imaging spectrographs and mon-
ochromators from Zolix Instruments are profession 
standard for researchers who demand the highest quality 
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data. Zolix spectrographs and monochromators feature 
a very flexible design that can be configured for a wide 
range of applications & spectral range from UV to NIR.

Features:

• 200 mm, 320 mm, 500 mm, 750 mm focal length 
Rugged Czerny-Turner spectrographs come as pre-
aligned and pre-calibrated for ease of operation.

• Interchangeable triple grating turret offers different 
wavelength ranges and resolutions and provides a 
simple, accurate and convenient way to change grat-
ings within the spectrograph unit

• These instruments can be integrated with single 
point detectors, InGaAs cameras and CCDs to offer 
a versatile, most sensitive modular solution for dif-
ferent applications ;

• Accessories including filter wheels, fiber adapters, 
shutters, motorized slits, sample chambers etc.

• Software can complete data acquisition for detectors 
including single point detectors and CCD.

• Labview driver for programming to operate Omni-λ 
Series spectrographs and monochromators.

New linear array detectors for optical spectroscopy 
The Larry series of linear array detectors have been up-
graded to 64 bit operation under Windows. These de-
tectors are ideal for optical spectroscopy in the 200-1100 
nm range. They have no fringing and allow triggering 
and synchronising with pulsed measurements.

The Larry 2000 has 2024 elements 14 microns wide and 
200 microns high on 14 micron pitch. The Larry 4000 
has 3648 elements 7 microns wide by 200 microns high 
on 7 micron pitch.

For full details, demonstrations and loans please contact:  
Dr Zhen Fang Gong: zhen@lastek.com.au.

Lastek Pty Ltd; Tel: 08 8443 8668
sales@lastek.com.au 
www.lastek.com.au

Raymax 
Applications
LightMachinery  - Hornet spectrometer
The Hornet series of spectrometers are based on 
LightMachinery’s high finesse etalons. They are designed 
primarily for measuring laser spectra in real time, 
for characterizing passive components, and for solar 
spectroscopy.
Specifications

• Resolution: sub 20 pm at 532 nm (resolving power 
> 25,000)

• Accuracy: < 20 pm following calibration
• Dynamic Range: >108 for the system, 1000 in a sin-

gle measurement
• Wavelength range:  Visible to near IR (260 nm to 

16000 nm), factory setup from 50 nm to 300 nm 
width based on customer’s requirements

• Simultaneous range/resolution: >10,000 at 532 nm
• Acquisition and processing speed: >2 Hz typical, >10 

Hz over narrow wavelength bands
• Calibration: a narrow band (<10 pm) external refer-

ence source is required

Features 
• Wavelength range: 50 nm anywhere in the visible or 

NIR, or the full visible 
• <30 pm resolution 
• Fiber coupled 
• Simple USB interface 
• LabView Drivers 
• No Moving parts 
• Can be triggered externally 
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Benefits
• Average range-over-resolution ratio up to 13000
• Ultra compact
• Can measure the spectrum of both CW and pulsed 

sources Fast, real-time measurements (up to 10 Hz)
• Ultra reliable

• Easy to calibrate

LightMachinery  - HyperFine spectrometer
The HyperFine series of spectrometers are based on 
LightMachinery’s patented VIPA technology.  Designed 
for measuring hyperfine spectra and subtle spectral shifts, 
the HyperFine spectrometer from LightMachinery is a 
compact, low cost spectrometer capable of sub-picome-
ter resolution.  It is ideal for pulsed laser characterization 
and for measuring the small spectral shifts from Bril-
louin scattering.  Simple PC based software allows the 
user to review spectra in real time and save or export for 
more analysis.  LabView drivers enable the HyperFine 
spectrometer to be integrated into automated experi-
mental setups.

Applications

• Light sources characterization 
Lasers of all types; Single shot pulsed laser spectrum; 
Super luminescent diodes; Gas discharge lamps, etc

• Spectroscopy 
Plasma spectroscopy; High-precision gas spectros-
copy; Brillouin spectroscopy; Femtosecond comb 
fingerprinting spectroscopy; Spectral-domain optical 
coherence tomography, etc

• Passive components characterization 
Notch filters; Etalons; Fiber Bragg gratings, etc

For more information please contact:
Raymax Applications Pty Ltd
Tel: 02 9979 7646
info@raymax.com.au

Warsash Scientific
Single frequency, ultra-low noise 532 nm DPSS laser 
Lighthouse Photonics announce the release of the Sprout 
Solo, a single frequency, ultra-low noise, high power CW 
532 nm diode pumped solid-state (DPSS) laser with up 
to 10 W output power.  The Sprout Solo produces near-
perfect spatial beam quality with extremely high power 
stability and is specifically designed for application that 
require high quality performance.

The laser head is a monolithic 3-dimensional design 
for ruggedness and compactness to minimize the space 
consumed in your lab or instrument.  The fiber-coupled 
pump diode package contained in the power supply 
has a typical mean time to failure of more than 50,000 
hours.

Key applications include:

• Holography

• Interferometry

• Raman spectroscopy

• Atom trapping, optical lattices

• Pumping Ti:S and dye lasers.

L-412 high-load linear stage
Physik Instumente, a global leader in the design and 
manufacture of high precision motion control systems 
has launched the L-412 high-load linear stage. The 
L-412 linear stage family with precision ball screws is 
ideally suited for industrial and scientific applications.  
High-performance synchronous servo motors, heavy-
duty recirculating ball bearings and precision rotary and 
linear encoders ensure high performance, reliability and 
long lifetimes.
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Key features include:

• 52, 102, 204, 305, 407, 508 and 610 mm lengths
• Various rotary and linear encoders, absolute or in-

cremental
• Optional holding brake
• Available with optional drag chain

BeamSquared 2.0 laser beam propagation analyser
Ophir-Spiricon, a MKS Instruments company and 
global provider of technologies that enable advanced 
process and improve productivity, announces the 
BeamSquaredTM 2.0, the newest version of the M2 laser 
beam propagation system designed to help users opti-
mise laser performance.  A robust and portable device, 
BeamSquared automatically measures the propagation 
characteristics of CW and pulsed lasers in less than one 
minute.

BeamSquared is designed for continuous use applica-
tions, from scientific research to rapid prototyping to 
fabrication and manufacturing.  The system includes the 
BeamSquared M2 software and optical train.  The soft-
ware measures the beam propagation characteristics of 
both the X and Y axis, including waist diameters, full di-
vergence, waist locations, Rayleigh lengths, M2 or K and 
BPP factors, astigmatism and asymmetry.  The system 
displays 2D or 3D beam profiles for visual verification 
of the beam through the focus.  The BeamSquared 2.0 
system can be mounted horizontally or vertically to op-
timise bench space.

For more information, contact Warsash Scientific on
+61 2 9319 0122 or sales@warsash.com.au.
www.warsash.com.au

Zurich Instruments
Lock-in Amplifier based Amplitude and Frequency 
Modulation and Demodulation 
All Zurich Instruments lock-in amplifiers can be 
equipped with amplitude and frequency modulation 
capabilities with the new AM/FM Modulation Option. 
This option enables coherent generation and detection 
of signals with multiple frequency components, such 
as amplitude- and frequency-modulated signals. Up to 
three frequencies can be coherently combined to gener-
ate fully configurable AM signals. The three character-
istic frequency components of arbitrary AM signals can 
also be simultaneously demodulated giving optimum 
signal recovery performance. FM signals can be gener-
ated and detected by the three demodulators, allowing 
the carrier frequency and sidebands to be measured si-
multaneously, even in the case of narrow sidebands. All 
the amplitude and phase components are individually 
acquired, each with adjustable filter settings. Likewise, 
for signal generation each frequency component can be 
individually set in terms of phase relation, frequency and 
amplitude. 

In contrast to conventional methods where two cascaded 
lock-ins are used for tandem demodulation, all Zurich 
Instruments Lock-in amplifiers can perform single-stage 
demodulation using the multiple demodulators availa-
ble in each instrument. This overcomes the bandwidth 
limitation of cascaded demodulation filters and leads to 

more accurate results. The graphical LabOne user inter-
face facilitates signal generation and acquisition, allow-
ing simple adjustment of each component parameter. 
The integrated toolset reduces experiment complexity 
with a scope, sweeper, spectrum analyzer, signal genera-
tor, spectrogram, plotter and more. 

The AM/FM Modulation Option is used in a variety of 
applications such as MEMS, Fluorescence Spectroscopy 
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or Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM) where AM/
FM modulation and demodulation improves the SNR.

For more information contact Zurich Instruments AG at 
info@zhinst.com, www. zhinst.com

IOP Publishing
Introducing the latest exciting new titles from IOP Pub-
lishing: 

New frontiers in nanoscience
Nano Futures™ is a multidisciplinary, high-impact jour-
nal dedicated to the latest and most important results 

and perspectives from 
across nanoscience and 
related technologies. 
Launched in 2017, the 
journal’s mission is to be-
come the home for high 
urgency work that will 
define the future direc-
tion of new and emerging 
fields across nanoscience, 
with the expectation for 
lasting scientific impact 

and technological innovation. Highly selective, with 
strict criteria and an emphasis on revolutionary research, 
Nano Futures aims to meet the needs of the rapidly 
growing nanoscience community. Find out more at na-
no-futures.org. 

Multidisciplinary materials
New for 2018, Multifunctional Materials™ is devoted 
to original research of the highest quality and impact, 

including fundamental 
concepts to integrate 
multiple functions, 
characterisation of 
functions, novel 
applications and 
m a n u f a c t u r i n g 
techniques. The 
journal is uniquely 
designed to serve an 
emerging field that 
connects the materials 
science, physics, 

chemistry, bioscience and engineering communities, 
and translational multifunctional sciences. With high 
standards, the journal will focus on publications that 

significantly advances this exciting field. Read the full 
scope and discover more at iopscience.org/mfm.  

Open access to interdisciplinary research
IOP Publishing has increased our number of open access 
journals with four recently launched titles, including 

JPhys Materials™. This 
innovative title will 
highlight significant 
and exciting advances 
in materials science, 
bringing together sci-
entists from a range 
of fields and empha-
sising the growth in 
interdisciplinary and 
multidisciplinary re-
search. Building on 
the prestige of the 
50-year-old Journal 

of Physics series, the journal will be open for all ma-
terials-related submissions from April 2018. Particular 
areas of interest will include characterisation, properties, 
computational science and modelling, applications, syn-
thesis and fabrication. Explore the journal’s aims at iop-
science.org/jphysmaterials. 

IOP Publishing
ioppublishing.org

AAPPS 
Bulletin
The AIP is one of  
17 member societies 
of the Association of 
Asia Pacific Physical 
Societies (AAPPS). 
The AAPPS Bulletin, 
published 6 times per 

year, is freely available for download. At the 
time of publication, the most recent issue in 
vol 28(2), April 2018.

To download this or earlier issues go to;  
www.aapps.org, then AAPPS Bulletin,  
then past issues.
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Harrie Massey Medal, which recognises 
contributions to physics made either by an Australian 
physicist or by a physicist working in Australia

Alan Walsh Medal, which recognises significant 
contributions by a practising physicist to industry in 
Australia

Walter Boas Medal, which recognises excellence in 
research in physics in Australia (in the past five years) 

Education Medal, which recognises significant 
contributions to university physics education in 
Australia

Bragg Gold Medal, which recognises the student 
who is judged to have completed the most 
outstanding PhD thesis in Physics under the auspices 
of an Australian university 

TH Laby Medal, which recognises work done by 
an Honours or Masters student in Australia that is 
considered to be of outstanding quality

Ruby Payne-Scott Medal, which recognises 
outstanding contributions made by a physicist who  
is just beginning their career

Outstanding Service to Physics, which recognises an 
exceptional contribution to the furtherance of physics  
as a discipline on the part of an individual.

Physicists come from diverse cultures, backgrounds 
and experiences. It is our collective goal to identify 
and nurture the future leaders of the organisation and 
to ensure that they represent the wide diversity of 
career stage, ethnicity, gender, geographic location, 
institutional size, and race. Therefore the AIP strives for 
balance and diversity in its awards and as a result the 
AIP Executive has decided that an award will not be 
considered until we have received at least one male 
and one female nomination. 

More information, including closing dates,  
can be found at:  
http://www.aip.org.au/info/?q=content/
aip-medals-prizes-awards or from Olivia 
Samardzic, Special Project Officer AIP,  
at olivia.samardzic@dst.defence.gov.au  
or by phone on (08) 7389 5035.

THE FOLLOWING AIP MEDALS AND AWARDS ARE NOW OPEN FOR NOMINATION:

ABSTRACT SUBMISSION FOR ALL THREE CONFERENCES NOW OPEN.  
FOR SUBMISSION DETAILS, LIST OF PLENARY SPEAKERS AND  

OTHER INFORMATION GO TO: www.aip2018.org.au
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Essential advice for every stage  
of your research career 

Visit iopscience.org/books to discover more. 

IOP ebooks goes beyond the lab to offer researchers a wide variety of practical guides,  
analyses, introductions and reference titles. 

Providing vital advice to scientists looking to disseminate discoveries and distribute  
innovations to the world, these books complement the diverse research available  
in the IOP ebooks portfolio. 
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Longer Life.
Higher Power.

Shorter Pulses.

New Ultrafast Lasers
Coherent’s ultrafast laser portfolio is the most 
extensive available and offers industrial-grade 
reliability with repetition rates from 10 Hz to 

100 MHz, pulse energies from nJ to 100mJ and 
pulsewidths to sub-10fs.

Monaco High Power Ultrafast Laser

60W average power
80µJ at 1035nm
40µJ at 517nm
Variable pulsewidth < 350fs to >10ps

(08) 8150 5200
sales@coherent.com.au
www.coherent.com.au

Astrella Integrated Ti:S Amplifier

7W Ti:S amplifier
<35fs or <100fs pulsewidth
One-box, industrialised platform
Fully automated and hands-free

Vitara Ti:S
Oscillator family

> 930mW at 80MHz
< 8fs to > 30fs pulsewidth

Fully automated and hands-free
Computer controlled bandwidth 

and centre wavelength


